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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

PREDICTING STUDENTS’ CONFIDENCE:
HOW TEACHER FEEDBACK AND OTHER SOURCES
INFLUENCE SELF-EFFICACY IN MATHEMATICS CLASSROOMS

In this two-part dissertation, the sources of self-efficacy were investigated for
elementary and middle school students in mathematics classrooms. In the first study, the
Sources of Middle School Mathematics Scale (Usher & Pajares, 2009) was validated with
a younger sample. Participants included 367 fourth- through sixth-grade students; these
participants completed two surveys investigating their beliefs regarding their capabilities
to perform successfully in mathematics. This study included an examination of the
psychometric properties and a confirmatory factor analysis of the Sources of Middle
School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale, and an investigation into the relative power of
mastery experience, vicarious experience, social persuasions, and physiological state to
predict self-efficacy. This scale demonstrates adequate reliability and validity to be used
successfully with younger students.
The goal of the second study was to examine social persuasions in greater detail
by focusing on the feedback teachers provide to their students during mathematics
instruction. The Teacher Feedback Scale (Burnett, 2002) and several self-efficacy
measures were administered at two time points to a subset (N = 290) of the fourththrough sixth-grade students from Study 1. The reliability and validity of the Teacher
Feedback Scale was explored, as well as the relative power of positive, negative, ability,
and effort feedback to predict self-efficacy. Negative feedback was the strongest
predictor of student mathematics self-efficacy; positive and ability feedback were also
significant predictors. Effort feedback was not a significant predictor of self-efficacy.
This dissertation makes a relevant contribution to the fields of educational and
school psychology by providing additional evidence for the validity of these scales and
by exploring teacher feedback through the lens of social cognitive theory. Results from
this study can also be used to help mathematics teachers interact with their students in
ways that will bolster self-efficacy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Improving mathematics achievement and education is integral for long-term
student success. According to the National Mathematics Advisory Panel (NMAP, 2008),
“leading societies have commanded mathematical skills that have brought them
advantages in medicine and health, in technology and commerce, in navigation and
exploration, in defense and finance, and in the ability to understand past failures and to
forecast future developments” (p. 1). Understanding mathematics can create
opportunities for prosperous future careers. Mathematics achievement in the U.S. has
generally improved over the past two decades. Yet only 39% of fourth-grade students
and 34% of eighth-grade students performed at or above a proficient level in 2007
(NAEP, 2009). When compared to students in 65 other countries, 15-year-old students in
the U.S. scored relatively low in mathematics, ranking 31st in mathematics achievement
(Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD], 2010). Educators
must find ways to improve student mathematics performance, and increasing student
motivation in mathematics may be an important starting point for this endeavor.
Self-efficacy, or the belief individuals hold about their capability to succeed
within a specific domain or at a particular task, is a motivation construct that plays an
important role in students’ academic success (Bandura, 1997). In the domain of
mathematics, self-efficacy has been shown to predict both the pursuit of college
mathematics degrees and actual mathematics performance (Fast et al., 2010; Lapan,
Shaughnessy, & Boggs, 1996). In fact, self-efficacy has been shown to be a stronger
predictor of mathematics performance than many other variables, including self-concept,
anxiety, perceived usefulness of mathematics, gender, or mathematics background
(Pajares & Miller, 1994). The fact that individuals may have high self-efficacy does not
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guarantee their success, as some individuals may have unrealistic beliefs regarding their
own capabilities or lack thereof. However, self-efficacy can often lead to a self-fulfilling
prophecy, where individuals perform as they would expect (Pajares, 2006). Bandura
(1986) stated that “people who regard themselves as highly efficacious act, think, and
feel differently from those who perceive themselves as inefficacious. They produce their
own future, rather than simply foretell it" (p. 395). Ample empirical evidence has
supported Bandura's claim (e.g., Pajares, 2006; Woolfolk Hoy & Davis, 2006).
Self-efficacy is an essential component of social cognitive theory, which was
proposed by Bandura (1997) as a means of explaining human agency. Human agency, or
people’s ability “to exercise influence over what they do” (Bandura, 1997, p. 3), is one of
the founding principles of social cognitive theory. However, individuals do not live in a
vacuum; both internal and external forces influence human functioning. In social
cognitive theory, this is exemplified through triadic reciprocal causation, which involves
the way people are influenced by the reciprocal interactions between personal factors,
behavior, and the environment. People are influenced by each of these factors while
influencing these factors in return. Self-efficacy is considered a personal factor. Thus,
individuals’ self-efficacy can lead them to produce certain behaviors and shape their
environment. In turn, their behaviors and the environment can influence their levels of
self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997).
Bandura (1997) proposed that self-efficacy develops through the person’s
interpretation of information from four sources. Mastery experience, which is an
individual’s interpretation of the outcomes of his or her own actions, is considered the
strongest source of self-efficacy. Self-efficacy will typically increase if an action is
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perceived as successful or decrease if the action is perceived as a failure. Vicarious
experience involves an individual’s interpretation of others’ actions. Seeing another
person perform successfully can raise self-efficacy, whereas seeing someone fail can
lower it. Social persuasions are verbal or nonverbal evaluative responses that an
individual receives from others, and the effect on self-efficacy is dependent on the nature
of the message. One’s physiological state, such as mood, anxiety, and stress, can also
positively or negatively influence self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997).
The first part of this dissertation will investigate the four sources of self-efficacy.
These sources have been shown to influence the development of students’ self-efficacy.
Supporting Bandura’s (1997) hypothesis, most evidence suggests that mastery experience
is the strongest predictor of mathematics self-efficacy (Lent, Brown, Gover, & Nijjer,
1996; Lent, Lopez, & Bieschke, 1991; Lopez, Lent, Brown, & Gore, 1997). However,
researchers have shown that the other sources also play important roles in this
relationship (Hampton & Mason, 2003; Matsui, Matsui, & Ohnishi, 1990). Despite the
research, the relationship between the sources and self-efficacy remains unclear due to
the way these variables have been traditionally measured. Usher and Pajares (2009)
created a scale to investigate the sources of mathematics self-efficacy in middle school
students that was closely aligned with Bandura’s theory regarding the sources. The
researchers validated this scale for use with middle school students. In the first part of
this dissertation, the scale will be validated with younger students.
In the second part of this dissertation, I will take a closer look at one source of
self-efficacy, social persuasions, by focusing on students’ perceptions of the verbal
messages their teachers send them during mathematics instruction. Teachers have a
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significant influence on students. In one study, researchers demonstrated that 11 to 14
percent of total variability in student mathematics achievement could be attributed to
teachers (Nye, Konstantopoulos, & Hedges, 2004). The fact that some students succeed
and others do not may be influenced by the quality of teacher feedback. Many
researchers have shown that certain types of teacher feedback (e.g., positive, specific,
effort, and ability feedback) can have positive effects on student performance, selfefficacy, and motivation (see Hattie & Timperley, 2007). However, in some cases, these
same types of teacher feedback can lead to less desirable outcomes for students (Brophy,
1981; Henderlong & Lepper, 2002). The differential effects of teacher feedback can be
attributed to variations in the way the feedback is framed, the context in which it is
provided, characteristics of the teacher giving the feedback, and how the teacher is
perceived by the student (Bandura, 1997). For this reason, researchers need to explore
students’ perceptions of teacher feedback and whether these perceptions influence student
mathematics self-efficacy.
Statement of the Problem
This dissertation addresses two problems in the literature. First, although ample
research findings have emphasized the essential role of self-efficacy in students’ success,
additional research is needed on the four hypothesized sources that influence the
development of students’ mathematics self-efficacy. Much of the research on the sources
of self-efficacy has been conducted with measures that are not closely tied to social
cognitive theory or have not demonstrated adequate reliability. Usher and Pajares (2009)
sought to address this problem by developing the Sources of Middle School Mathematics
Self-Efficacy Scale. However, they also proposed several recommendations for future
research (Usher & Pajares, 2008b, 2009), including investigating the validity of their
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scale in different contexts, examining changes in students’ self-efficacy across important
transitions, and clarifying gender differences in the sources of self-efficacy. The first part
of my dissertation addresses each of these recommendations. This scale will be validated
for use with students in Grades 4-6 because this context has received less attention in the
research on the sources of self-efficacy. Students face an important transition as they
move from elementary to middle school; by gathering cross-sectional information from
fourth- through sixth-grade students, I begin to uncover how the sources of mathematics
self-efficacy may influence these students differently. Finally, gender differences in
students’ scores on the Sources of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale will
be examined, as well as the independent contribution of each source to the prediction of
self-efficacy.
The second problem in the literature that is addressed in this dissertation is the
need for researchers to investigate the individual sources of self-efficacy in greater depth
and with methodological rigor, another recommendation by Usher and Pajares (2008b).
In the second part of my dissertation I took a closer look at one source of self-efficacy,
social persuasions, by focusing on students’ perceptions of teacher feedback, or the
messages their teachers send them during mathematics instruction. Because teachers are
among those most familiar with the academic capabilities of their students, their
evaluative messages may carry added significance (Pajares, 2006). Teachers are also in a
position of power and may be more likely to be viewed by children as more
knowledgeable and credible than other figures in children’s lives. For these reasons,
researchers should further investigate student perceptions of teacher feedback.
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Extensive research has been conducted on teacher feedback and self-efficacy
individually, yet additional investigation is necessary to determine how teacher feedback
relates to student self-efficacy and achievement. This is especially true when considering
the effect of effort versus ability feedback, where previous researchers have found
contradictory results (e.g., Mueller & Dweck, 1998; Schunk, 1983). In this part of my
dissertation, I clarify the relationship between self-efficacy and these two types of
feedback by examining students’ perceptions of the effort and ability feedback provided
by their regular mathematics teacher during classroom instruction. I also determine the
independent contribution of each subscale of the Teacher Feedback Scale (positive
feedback, negative feedback, effort feedback, and ability feedback) to the prediction of
student self-efficacy, and I investigate gender, ethnicity, and grade level differences in
the predictive power of each type of feedback. These relationships have not been
investigated before in the literature.
Significance
The first study can make a significant contribution to the fields of educational and
school psychology by establishing additional evidence for the validity of the Sources of
Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale for a younger sample, thereby extending
the contexts in which this scale can be used successfully in the future. In this study,
responses to this scale by students in elementary versus middle school are compared
(including mean differences in scores, differences in factor structures of the scale, and
differences in the predictive power of each source), which clarifies how the sources of
self-efficacy differ for students across this transition.
The results of this dissertation could also have implications for practice. Findings
demonstrating differences in the sources of self-efficacy for elementary and middle
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school students can inform the way learning opportunities are structured in students’
classrooms. Results from this study can be used to inform professional development.
One possibility for professional development would be to help teachers learn to use
survey methods to obtain information on their students’ motivation beliefs. Teachers
could then use this information to address students’ individual needs or the class’s needs
as a whole.
The second study is a response to the advice of Usher and Pajares (2008b) for
furthering the literature by investigating one source of self-efficacy in depth.
Specifically, teacher feedback is examined as one type of social persuasion through the
lens of social cognitive theory. Although many researchers have studied feedback, few
have done so in relation to self-efficacy or from the viewpoint of social cognitive theory.
Results of this study showed that some subscales of the Teacher Feedback Scale are
predictive of student self-efficacy and clarified the relationship between self-efficacy and
effort versus ability feedback.
This translational research could also have implications for practice. Results from
this study can provide information on teacher feedback that can be used to improve the
quality of elementary and middle school teaching. Findings could also lead to
professional development that would teach teachers to frame the verbal feedback they
provide to their students in ways that would maximize student motivation and
achievement. Of course, before implementing new professional development ideas, the
effectiveness of a potential intervention should first be tested using an experimental
design.
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Organization
This dissertation takes the form of two studies. Each study is organized as its own
manuscript in the following manner: introduction (including the purpose of the study, a
literature review, and specific research questions), method, results, and discussion
(including limitations, implications, and recommendations for future research). Chapter
4 provides a general discussion of the two studies in this dissertation.

Copyright © Megan Kleine-Kracht Thomas 2013
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Chapter 2: Study 1
Measuring the Sources of Mathematics Self-Efficacy for Elementary and
Middle School Students: A Validation Study
Self-efficacy, or the belief individuals hold about their capability to succeed
within a specific domain or at a particular task, is a key component of social cognitive
theory. These beliefs “provide the foundation for motivation, well-being, and personal
accomplishment. . . . Unless people believe that their actions can produce the outcomes
they desire, they have little incentive to act or to persevere in the face of difficulties”
(Pajares, 2006, p. 339). Researchers have demonstrated the importance of self-efficacy in
numerous areas of human functioning. People with higher academic self-efficacy tend to
have higher academic achievement, be more persistent and hard working, and have
higher occupational aspirations (Bandura, Barbaranelli, Caprara, & Pastorelli, 1996,
2001; Pajares & Urdan, 2006). Self-efficacy has been shown to predict mathematics
performance as well as the pursuit of college mathematics degrees (Fast et al., 2010;
Lapan et al., 1996) and is a stronger predictor of mathematics performance than selfconcept, anxiety, perceived usefulness of mathematics, gender, or mathematics
background (Pajares & Miller, 1994). Researchers have also discovered that high selfefficacy for self-regulated learning is important for academic success. Students who
believe they can effectively use self-regulatory strategies, such as organizing their work
and managing their time, are more likely to have higher academic self-efficacy and
achievement (Usher & Pajares, 2008a).
Self-efficacy does not always remain constant over time. Many researchers have
demonstrated that motivation decreases as children grow older; this change tends to occur
around the transition from elementary school to middle school (e.g., Anderman, Maehr,
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& Midgley, 1999). Urdan and Midgley (2003) demonstrated that self-efficacy declined
as students progressed from fifth to sixth grade (entering middle school), and then
lowered yet again with the passage to seventh grade. This decrease in self-efficacy may
be due to cognitive advances as children develop, resulting in more accurate judgments of
competency by the time students reach middle school (Schunk & Pajares, 2002).
In this literature review, I will begin by describing how self-efficacy develops. I
will describe each of the four hypothesized sources of self-efficacy. I will then discuss
the methods that have been used by researchers to assess the sources of self-efficacy.
Next, I will review the research on the sources of self-efficacy, including a review of
group differences based on gender, ethnicity, and age.
Sources of Self-Efficacy
In his social cognitive theory, Bandura (1997) proposed that self-efficacy is
influenced by information received from four key sources: mastery experience, vicarious
experience, social persuasions, and physiological state and affect. Mastery experience,
which is a person’s interpretation of the outcomes of his or her own actions, is
hypothesized by Bandura to be the strongest source of self-efficacy. If a student
perceives her performance to be successful, self-efficacy will typically increase.
Conversely, if she perceives her performance to be a failure, self-efficacy will typically
decrease. Vicarious experience involves an individual’s interpretation of others’ actions
or performances. Watching a model perform successfully typically raises self-efficacy,
whereas seeing another person fail can lower self-efficacy. People who are less certain
about their own capabilities regarding the task or have little or no previous experience
with the task tend to be more influenced by this source (Bandura, 1997).
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Social persuasions, the third source of self-efficacy, are verbal or nonverbal
evaluative responses that a person receives from others, such as positive or negative
feedback, compliments, and other comments. Individuals’ self-efficacy can increase if
they are provided with specific compliments and positive feedback, although selfefficacy can also be undermined through criticism. The fourth source of self-efficacy is a
person’s interpretation of his or her physiological or affective reactions (e.g., mood,
anxiety, stress), which can positively or negatively influence self-efficacy (Bandura,
1997).
The sources of self-efficacy require interpretation by the individual; an outside
observer cannot determine how a particular source will influence a person’s self-efficacy.
As Bandura (1997) explained, “A host of personal, social, and situational factors affect
how direct and socially mediated experiences are cognitively interpreted” (p. 79). For
example, students will each have their own interpretations of the same shared experience,
leading to different effects on their self-efficacy. One student may consider an 85% on a
mathematics test a great success, but another student may consider this same score a
failure. Bandura hypothesized that every individual weights the sources of self-efficacy,
so that one or more sources may be especially influential for a person in a given pursuit
but other sources may be completely ignored.
Assessing the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics
Researchers have used both qualitative and quantitative methods to investigate the
sources of self-efficacy. Usher and Pajares (2008b, 2009) have provided comprehensive
reviews on the measurement of the sources of self-efficacy in a variety of domains.
Though relatively few qualitative studies have been conducted, researchers have engaged
participants in interviews and open-ended thought-listing procedures to learn more about
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the factors that lead to the development of self-efficacy (e.g., Lent, Brown, et al., 1996;
Zeldin & Pajares, 2000). Qualitative research can provide researchers with a view of the
way the sources influence students’ self-efficacy and could even reveal new sources of
self-efficacy. However, this type of research can be time-consuming, and researchers
engaging in qualitative methods often sacrifice large sample sizes and generalizability of
results.
The sources of self-efficacy have traditionally been assessed with rating scales
and other self-report measures. Most researchers have used versions of the Sources of
Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (SMES; Lent et al., 1991) to assess the sources of selfefficacy in mathematics. This scale includes a 10-item subscale for each of the four
sources of self-efficacy proposed by Bandura (1997) and was designed to assess college
students’ sources of self-efficacy. The scale has since been modified for use with a
variety of people and contexts (e.g., Anderson & Betz, 2001; Britner & Pajares, 2006;
Lopez & Lent, 1992; Smith, 2001). Although the SMES was designed with consideration
of Bandura’s theory regarding the sources of self-efficacy, the scale is limited in
important ways. For example, physiological state was assessed using a modified version
of the Mathematics Anxiety scale from the Fennema-Sherman Mathematics Attitudes
Scales (Betz, 1978), which taps only one aspect of this source of self-efficacy as
hypothesized by Bandura. The scale excludes other aspects, such as mood, stress,
fatigue, and physical strength. Relying on a scale of anxiety may not provide a complete
picture of this source. Also, the vicarious experience subscale of this survey has
demonstrated low internal consistency (e.g., Gainor & Lent, 1998; Lent et al., 1991).
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Joët, Usher, and Bressoux (2011) used a revised version of the SMES to assess
the sources of 395 third-grade students’ mathematics self-efficacy in France. Their
modified scale contained 24 items. As reported in studies using other versions of the
SMES, the alpha coefficients were good for mastery experience, social persuasions, and
physiological state (ranging from .83 to .89). However, the internal consistency for
vicarious experience in this scale was still below acceptable values (α = .61). Also, the
authors did not conduct a factor analysis to provide evidence for the validity of this scale
with their sample of third-grade students. Contextual factors, such as age, can influence
the factor structure of a scale (see Lent, Lopez, Brown, & Gore, 1996), and using a scale
created for older students with a different sample, without first ensuring its validity with
the new sample, can lead to spurious findings.
Some researchers have used other scales or created their own items to assess the
sources (e.g., Bates & Khasawneh, 2007; Chin & Kameoka, 2002; Hampton, 1998;
Matsui et al., 1990). Some of these items are not well aligned with Bandura’s (1997)
theories. For example, Stevens, Olivárez, and Hamman (2006) developed the
Mathematics Experiences Scale for their study about the sources of mathematics selfefficacy with elementary through high school students. The scale included 18 items and
assessed all four sources of self-efficacy. Alpha coefficients were good for the “Praise
and Feedback” (α = .82) and “Anxiety” (α = .81) items, but were questionable for
“Mastery Experiences” (α = .68) and “Math Models” (α = .67) items. The researchers did
not provide the specific items they used to assess each source, however, so it is
impossible to determine whether their survey methods were appropriate. The fact that
they called their physiological state subscale “Anxiety” suggests that their items may not
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be well aligned with Bandura’s definition of this source, which included a person’s mood
and physical arousal.
Usher and Pajares (2009) developed a new scale to investigate the sources of
mathematics self-efficacy in middle school students. In an improvement over previous
studies, the researchers developed items in close alignment with Bandura’s (1997) theory
regarding the sources. The researchers validated the scale in a three-phase process that
involved examining internal consistency, content validity, convergent and divergent
validity, and construct validity. They found that the items demonstrated adequate
psychometric properties when successfully used with middle school students, including
measurement invariance across gender, ethnicity, and mathematics ability level. The
alpha coefficients for items in all four sources subscales were good (mastery experience:
α = .88; vicarious experience: α = .84; social persuasions: α = .88; physiological state: α =
.87). Each source correlated with self-efficacy measures, including students’ self-beliefs
in their mathematics skills. Fit indices were acceptable for the confirmatory factor
analysis measurement model, and the factor loadings ranged from .61 to .83.
Research Investigating the Sources of Self-Efficacy
Research on the sources of self-efficacy has been conducted in a variety of
domains (e.g., mathematics, science, engineering, writing). Most research on the sources
of self-efficacy has involved high school and college students. Usher and Pajares
(2008b) conducted a comprehensive review of the empirical research investigating the
four sources of self-efficacy in academic settings. They found that mastery experience
has been consistently shown to predict self-efficacy, supporting Bandura’s (1997) theory;
in fact, significant positive correlations between mastery experience and self-efficacy
(median r = .58) were found in all of the reviewed studies, and mastery experience was a
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significant predictor of self-efficacy in all but one study. Findings involving the other
three sources have been less consistent, often due to problematic measures that were not
aligned with Bandura’s hypotheses. Researchers have also shown that the four
hypothesized sources influence the development of students’ self-efficacy.
Many researchers have investigated gender differences in the sources of selfefficacy. Most have found no gender differences in the strength of the correlation
between the sources of self-efficacy and self-efficacy measures (e.g., Britner & Pajares,
2006; Lent et al., 1991; Lent, Lopez, et al., 1996; Pajares, Johnson, & Usher, 2007).
However, researchers’ findings are mixed regarding gender differences in the relative
strength of the four sources. Some researchers have reported no gender differences (e.g.,
Klassen, 2004; Matsui et al., 1990; Stevens, Wang, Olivárez, & Hamman, 2007), but
others have found that boys and girls weight the sources differently (e.g., Britner &
Pajares, 2006; Joët et al., 2011; Lent, Lopez, et al., 1996).
The nature of gender differences in the relative strength of the four sources may
be dependent on context, such as the domain in which the sources are measured. In a
study investigating the self-efficacy of 295 undergraduate students, Lent, Lopez, et al.
(1996) demonstrated that men report more mastery experiences and are less influenced by
physiological state than women in the area of mathematics; Britner and Pajares (2006)
found similar results with boys and girls in Grades 5 through 8 in the domain of science.
However, other researchers have shown that girls in elementary, middle, and high school
experience more mastery experiences and lower anxiety when compared to boys in the
area of writing (Pajares et al., 2007).
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Gender differences have also been found for social persuasions and vicarious
experiences. Girls in high school have been shown to have more favorable social
persuasions and vicarious experiences than boys in the domain of mathematics (Lopez et
al., 1997), and a similar pattern of results was obtained for elementary, middle, and high
school students in writing (Pajares et al., 2007). Other researchers have found that social
persuasions were strong predictors of academic self-efficacy for girls in middle school
but not for boys; however, vicarious experience was only a significant predictor for boys
(Usher & Pajares, 2006a, 2006b).
In one of the few studies investigating the sources of mathematics self-efficacy
among elementary school students, Joët et al. (2011) examined the influence of the
sources on the mathematics self-efficacy of 395 third-grade students in France. They
used hierarchical linear modeling to show that mastery experiences and social
persuasions predicted mathematics self-efficacy. Boys reported higher levels of mastery
experience and social persuasions than girls, and girls reported higher levels of
physiological arousal. As previously discussed, the validity of the scale used in this study
to investigate the sources has not been fully demonstrated with a third-grade sample.
Some researchers have explored ethnic differences in the importance of the
sources of self-efficacy. African American middle school students reported significantly
higher physiological arousal toward their academic work than did White students (Usher
& Pajares, 2006b). Although all four sources were predictive of academic self-efficacy
for White students, only mastery experience, social persuasions, and physiological state
were significant predictors for African American students (Usher & Pajares, 2006a).
Gainor and Lent (1998) investigated the predictive power of the sources of self-efficacy
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in the domain of mathematics among African American college students and also
reported that mathematics ability, social persuasions, and physiological state were
predictive of self-efficacy. These results suggest that vicarious experience may not be as
central a source of self-efficacy for African American students as for White students.
However, both of these studies used problematic measures of vicarious experience, which
may have influenced the predictive power of this source.
No studies have yet investigated ethnic differences in the sources among
elementary school students. Only a handful of researchers have included children
younger than middle school aged in their investigations of the sources of self-efficacy.
Of the 31 studies reviewed, four included elementary school children, and only two
studies focused on the domain of mathematics. Stevens and colleagues (2006) examined
the sources of mathematics self-efficacy in a sample of 666 students in Grades 4 through
10. They used SEM and found that all four sources of self-efficacy predicted
mathematics self-efficacy. The researchers included mastery experience, vicarious
experience, and social persuasions as one combined latent variable in the model,
however, so no information regarding the relative predictive power of these three sources
could be obtained. Physiological state was included as part of an “emotional feedback”
latent variable (Stevens et al., 2006). The researchers did not conduct any separate
analyses of data from elementary school students, so it is impossible to determine from
this study if there are differences in the sources of self-efficacy for younger students
versus older students. Joët et al. (2011) only included third-grade students in their
sample, so once again no grade level comparisons in the sources of self-efficacy were
reported.
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Only one study has investigated changes in the sources of self-efficacy over time
by using a longitudinal design. Phan (2012) used latent growth modeling to explore
changes in the sources of English and mathematics self-efficacy among third- and fourthgrade students in Australia over the course of a year. Phan used the Sources of
Information Questionnaire, a modified version of the Matsui (1990) scale, as his measure
of the sources of self-efficacy. He used a task-specific self-efficacy measure. Results
showed that mastery experience and social persuasions were positively related to
students’ initial English and mathematics self-efficacy. Mastery experience was
positively associated with the change in self-efficacy over time for both English and
mathematics; physiological states were negatively associated with change in mathematics
self-efficacy over time. Gender and ethnicity differences in changes in the sources of
self-efficacy over time were not examined in this study.
Purpose of the Study
Although ample research findings have emphasized the essential role of selfefficacy in students’ success, additional research is needed on the four hypothesized
sources that influence the development of students’ mathematics self-efficacy, especially
with elementary school students. One necessity for conducting this research is the
validation of a scale for assessing young children’s sources of self-efficacy. Much of the
research on the sources of self-efficacy has been conducted with measures that are not
closely tied to social cognitive theory or have not demonstrated adequate reliability.
Usher and Pajares (2009) began addressing this problem by developing and validating the
Sources of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale with middle school students.
This study is an extension of their work. The purpose of this study is to validate the scale
developed by Usher and Pajares (2009) for use with students in Grades 4 through 6. The
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validation of this scale will help ensure that this tool is appropriate to use with younger
students.
The use of a longitudinal design involving data collection at two time points is an
improvement over most research on self-efficacy, which has involved cross-sectional
designs (Usher & Pajares, 2008). Most previous research has explored the relationships
between the sources and self-efficacy at one point in time; only one study to date has
investigated change in the sources of self-efficacy over time (i.e., Phan, 2012). In the
current study, the sources were measured at the first time point and self-efficacy was
measured at the second time point, allowing stronger inferences to be made regarding the
predictive power of the sources on self-efficacy.
Research Questions
The following research questions are addressed in this study:
(1) What are the psychometric properties of the items on the Sources of Middle
School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale when used with students in Grades 4 through 6?
(2) Are there mean differences in the Sources of Mathematics Self-Efficacy
subscales for students of different gender, ethnicity, or grade level?
(3) What is the independent contribution of each of the four hypothesized sources
of self-efficacy to the prediction of mathematics self-efficacy beliefs for the full sample,
for boys and girls, for students of different ethnicity, and for students in different grade
levels?
Method
Participants
Participants in the study were 367 students (69 in fourth grade, 98 in fifth grade,
200 in sixth grade; 178 girls, 189 boys) and their mathematics teachers (n = 9; all
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women) from two elementary schools and one middle school located in the southeastern
U.S. These students and teachers were participating in the Motivation in Transition
Project, a large-scale study investigating a variety of motivation constructs. Different
ethnic groups (White: n = 245; African American: n = 93; Asian/Asian American: n = 9;
Hispanic/Latino(a): n = 11) and socioeconomic levels (free/reduced lunch: n = 170) were
represented in this sample.
This sample was primarily selected so that the Sources of Mathematics SelfEfficacy Scale could be validated with younger students. Also, it was necessary to ensure
that the developmental level of the students who participated allowed them to accurately
respond to a self-efficacy scale. Young children tend to report universally high levels of
self-efficacy, but researchers have used self-efficacy scales successfully with students in
upper elementary school (Pajares et al., 2007). For this reason, the decision was made to
collect data from students in Grades 4-6 but not from younger students. Finally, this
sample allowed for the examination of differences in the sources of self-efficacy for
elementary school students compared to middle school students. The transition from
elementary school to middle school requires students to make numerous adjustments.
Middle school classes are often larger, less personal, and more structured than elementary
school classes (Eccles et al., 1993). These changes may lead to differences in the factors
that influence students’ self-efficacy in elementary school and middle school.
Data were collected from participants at two time points approximately three
months apart (November 2010 and February/March 2011). At the first data collection
time point, 367 students completed the survey. At the second time point, 328 participants
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completed the survey. The difference in sample size at the two time points was due to
students being absent, moving to other schools, or being newly enrolled in the school.
Administrators from the school district determined the schools and classrooms
from which participants could be recruited for the Motivation in Transition study. After
schools had been identified, I visited the classrooms to provide information to the
teachers and send home informed consent forms with students. To participate in the
study, teachers had to be the primary instructor of mathematics in their class. This
ensured that teachers were able to provide accurate information about their students’
competence in mathematics. Once an eligible teacher consented to participate in the
study, consent forms with cover letters explaining the study were sent home with all
students in the teacher’s class. Only students who returned signed parent consent forms
participated in the study. Students with developmental delays or limited English
proficiency were invited to participate.
Instrumentation
Students completed a survey of mathematics attitudes at two time points that
included several self-report measures (not all measures were investigated in this study),
and teachers rated students on their mathematics competence. Demographic variables for
students (e.g., gender and ethnicity) were provided by the school district. Specific
constructs are discussed in more detail below.
In a small-scale pilot study, the complete student survey was reviewed by nine
students in Grade 4. I administered the survey to the students in a group format and read
each item aloud, asking the students to raise their hand if they had a question about an
item, became confused, or wanted to comment about the survey. I kept a record of all
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questions or comments that the students made during the survey administration. Item
modifications were made based on this student feedback to ensure the items were clear
and easily understood. The specific modifications are discussed below. The final student
measures can be found in Appendix A (Time 1) and Appendix B (Time 2).
Sources of mathematics self-efficacy. The Sources of Middle School
Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale was developed by Usher and Pajares (2009) to assess
the four sources of self-efficacy: mastery experience, vicarious experience, social
persuasions, and physiological state. Items were developed based on Bandura’s (1997)
seminal work on self-efficacy and were reviewed by expert theorists in the field.
Exploratory factor analysis was conducted during the development of this scale, and
confirmatory factor analysis indicated that the four-factor model best explained the
variance. Internal consistency for each of the four subscales was acceptable (alphas
ranged from .84 to .88) (Usher & Pajares, 2009).
For this study, modifications were made to simplify the vocabulary used in seven
items based on student comments during the pilot study (e.g., “depressed” was replaced
with “sad,” “poorly” was replaced with “badly”). An exploratory vicarious experience
item was added to the survey (i.e., “On math tests, I always try to do better than I have
before”), but was not included in any analyses because it was not a focus of the current
study. The modified scale will now be referred to as the Sources of Self-Efficacy in
Mathematics Scale and consisted of a total of 24 items, with 6 items assessing each
source. The directions asked students to “Tell us how true or false each statement is for
you” from 1 (definitely false) to 6 (definitely true). This scale was administered at the
first time point in this study (November 2010). Items on this scale are worded at a 4.1
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Flesch-Kinkaid Grade Level reading level. A list of the original and modified items by
subscale for this scale can be found in Appendix D.
Mathematics skills self-efficacy. Usher and Pajares (2009) created a scale to
assess mathematics skills self-efficacy for middle school students based on the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) standards. This scale was used
successfully with students in Grades 6 through 8, and demonstrated adequate reliability
(α = .95) and content validity (Usher & Pajares, 2009). I modified this scale to include
skills that are targeted in Grades 4 through 8 to make the scale appropriate for all
participants in the sample. The NCTM standards and the Common Core State Standards
(CCSSI, 2010) were used to create the new items based on the most current thinking in
the field regarding what students should learn in mathematics. A content expert in
elementary mathematics also reviewed the items to ensure they would be understandable
for fourth-grade students (i.e., the youngest participants in this study) and covered the key
math skills in the targeted grades, providing additional content validity for this scale.
Two items were modified based on students’ feedback during the pilot study (both
modifications involved changing the term “multi-digit” to “with two digits”).
In this study, the Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacy Scale assessed students’
confidence in their capabilities for working with specific mathematics concepts in the
areas of number and operations, algebra, geometry, measurement, and data analysis and
probability. A list of 27 skills commonly taught in Grades 4 through 8 was used for this
survey. Students rated their degree of confidence that they could perform each task on a
Likert-type scale from 1 (not at all confident) to 6 (completely confident). This scale was
administered at the second time point (February/March 2011). The reading level for this
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scale was a 7.7 Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level. I was less concerned that this scale had a
high reading level because the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level score takes into account the
number of syllables per sentence, and this scale consists of many high-level mathematics
terms. The skills listed on this scale are standards-based and therefore were not modified.
All items were read aloud to students to eliminate any difficulties they may have had due
to the higher reading level. Items for this scale are listed in Appendix E.
General mathematics self-efficacy. Students’ general mathematics self-efficacy
was measured at the second time point using four items modified from a scale designed
by Bandura (2006) to assess grade self-efficacy. This measure asked students to rate how
well they can do mathematics in general on a Likert-type scale from 1 (not at all
confident) to 6 (completely confident). Items on this scale are written at a 4.0 FleschKincaid Grade Level reading level. Grade self-efficacy scales have been shown to have
adequate reliability, with alphas ranging from .79 to .95 (Pajares & Barich, 2005; Pietsch,
Walker, & Chapman, 2003; Usher & Pajares, 2009). During the pilot phase, the fourthgrade students expressed uncertainty over the original grade self-efficacy items. The
confusion became more evident when examining individual student responses (e.g.,
students would rate themselves as completely confident that they could earn an A in
mathematics but as less confident that they could earn a B or higher in mathematics),
which indicated difficulty with the logic of the item wording. Based on this feedback,
two items were added (“How confident are you that you will do well in math this year?”
and “How confident are you that you can learn math?”), two items were retained (“In
general, how confident are you in your abilities in math?” and “How confident are you
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that you will get an A in math this year?”), and the other items were removed. Items for
this scale are listed in Appendix E.
Self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics. The Self-Efficacy for
Self-Regulated Learning in Mathematics scale was based on a subscale of Bandura’s
(2006) Children’s Self-Efficacy Scale that assessed general self-regulatory self-efficacy.
Usher and Pajares (2008a) chose to use only 7 of the 11 original items in their validation
study of the scale based on feedback from a teacher focus group in a previous study (i.e.,
Pajares & Valiante, 1999). This scale was used successfully with upper elementary and
middle school students and showed acceptable reliability (alphas ranging from .83 to
.85). This scale has also been found to have adequate construct validity, as the scale
factor analyzed into the hypothesized single factor structure that was invariant across
grade levels from Grades 3 through 12 (Usher & Pajares, 2008a). I modified these seven
items to make them specific to the domain of mathematics (e.g., “How well can you
finish your homework on time?” was modified to “How well can you finish your math
homework on time?”). I also added four items (“How well can you organize your math
work?”; How well can you get help with math work if you need it?”; “How well can you
check over your math work to make sure it’s correct?”; “How well can you get back on
track with your math work if you are distracted?”) to make the scale more comprehensive
by incorporating additional self-regulatory skills not assessed previously. Two of these
additional items were based on items from Bandura’s (2006) original scale (the original
items were “organize my schoolwork” and “arrange a place to study without
distractions”). Items for this scale are listed in Appendix E.
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The version of the scale used in this study included 11 items that were
administered at the second time point in this study. This scale assessed students’ beliefs
that they can effectively use self-regulatory skills (e.g., planning and organizing their
work, time management) in the domain of mathematics. Students rated their capabilities
for each task on a Likert-type scale from 1 (not very well at all) to 6 (very well). The
reading level for items on this scale was a 3.6 Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level.
Student mathematics achievement. Student mathematics performance was
assessed in several ways. At the second time point of data collection, teachers rated each
student’s competence in mathematics on a Likert-type scale from 1 (not at all competent)
to 6 (extremely competent). Teacher ratings of students’ competence have been
frequently used as a valid proxy for academic achievement (see Hoge & Coladarci,
1989). Mathematics report card grades for the second quarter, which ended in December
2010, in mathematics were obtained from teachers. Standardized mathematics
achievement scores, which included 2011 Kentucky Core Content Test (KCCT)
mathematics scores, ranging from 1 (novice) to 4 (distinguished), and winter 2010
Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) mathematics scores, ranging from 167 to 266,
were obtained from school records.
Procedure
After receiving consent from teachers and students, I scheduled a time at the
teachers’ convenience to go to the schools for the first data collection time point. This
survey included the Sources of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale, in
addition to other measures not used in this study. Students received information about
the paper-and-pencil survey as a whole class and gave their assent to participate. If any
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students in the class did not have parental permission or did not give assent, they were
instructed to read or work quietly at their desks while the other students completed the
surveys. A researcher read each item aloud to ensure that the students understood the
items and paused between each item to allow students time to circle their responses. The
researcher answered any questions that arose (e.g., provided the definition of words,
clarified items). After students completed the surveys, the researcher quickly reviewed
all surveys to ensure that students did not skip any items or circle multiple responses for
an item. If any errors were found, the researcher pointed them out to the student and
asked the student to clarify the response. All students completed the survey within 45
minutes.
The second data collection time point occurred approximately three months after
the first. The survey administered at this time included the measures of mathematics
skills self-efficacy, general mathematics self-efficacy, and mathematics self-efficacy for
self-regulated learning, in addition to other measures not used in this study. The same
procedures used in the first data collection time point were used to administer this second
survey. Teachers provided ratings of each student’s competence in mathematics while
the students completed the survey or shortly thereafter.
Data Analyses
I entered all survey data into an IBM SPSS Statistics 20 database for initial data
organization, cleaning, and analysis. As recommended by Singer and Willett (2003), I
conducted descriptive analyses of the data and examined items for normality (e.g., means,
standard deviations, skew, kurtosis, histograms) before fitting any statistical models. I
computed scores for each scale or subscale based on specific scoring instructions (e.g.,
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the mean score for the scale assessing self-efficacy for self-regulatory learning in
mathematics was calculated by finding the mean of all items).
Research Question 1. To investigate the psychometric properties of the Sources
of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale with younger students, I began by
using confirmatory factor analysis to examine the scale’s construct validity. In this
situation, confirmatory factor analysis is an appropriate choice over exploratory factor
analysis or principal components analysis because I have a strong theoretical and
empirical basis to support the hypothesized model, and expected factor loadings have
already been identified through exploratory factor analysis used with this scale in
previous research (i.e., Usher & Pajares, 2009). Next, I examined reliability of the items.
Described by Cohen and Swerdlik (2005) as the “preferred statistic for obtaining an
estimate of internal consistency reliability” (p. 139), Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for
each of the four subscales (i.e., mastery experience, vicarious experience, social
persuasions, and physiological state). I also examined the Cronbach’s alphas with the
item deleted for each subscale. Finally, I investigated concurrent validity by calculating
correlations among scores on the Sources of Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale (i.e.,
correlations between the full scale scores, subscale scores, and each individual item), the
three self-efficacy measures (i.e., mathematics skills self-efficacy, general mathematics
self-efficacy, self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics), and the four
achievement measures (i.e., teacher ratings of student competence, report card grades,
KCCT scores, MAP scores) (Knapp & Mueller, 2010).
Research Question 2. To determine whether there were mean differences in the
Sources of Mathematics Self-Efficacy subscales for students of different gender,
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ethnicity, or school type, I conducted separate one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs).
I followed the advice of Huberty and Morris (1989) in deciding against first conducting a
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). Huberty and Morris contend that the
decision to conduct either a MANOVA or multiple ANOVAs should depend on the
research question being addressed, and that it is unnecessary and irrelevant to conduct a
MANOVA as a preliminary step to multiple ANOVAs. Huberty and Morris state that
when investigating group differences in an outcome measure, multiple ANOVAs are
appropriate if the outcome measures are conceptually different. In this study, the sources
of self-efficacy are conceptually different as demonstrated by the results of the
confirmatory factor analysis that supported the four-factor model.
For this study, the same results would have been obtained had I chosen to use a t
test for independent samples because the means of only two groups were compared; I
chose to use the one-way ANOVA due to its increased flexibility and power (StatSoft,
2012). For ethnicity, I only examined differences between White students and African
American students. The sample sizes for students of other ethnicities (e.g., Hispanic,
Asian) were small and did not provide enough power for the analyses. For school type, I
investigated differences between elementary school students (fourth and fifth graders)
and middle school students (sixth graders). For all analyses, gender, ethnicity, and grade
level were entered as the independent variables and mastery experience, vicarious
experience, social persuasions, and physiological state were entered as dependent
variables. A Bonferroni correction (i.e., α/c = *p = .05/4 = .0125; **p = .01/4 = .0025)
was used to account for multiple comparisons among means and minimize Type 1 errors
(Dunn, 1961). Effect sizes (i.e., Cohen’s d) are reported to determine the relative
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magnitude of group differences (Cohen, 1992). I chose to use Cohen’s d because of its
increasing popularity in research as the effect size of choice, making it easy to compare
results of my study with results of previous studies (Thalheimer & Cook, 2002). Also,
Cohen (1992) offers specific guidelines for interpreting the size of the effect (i.e., .20 is
considered a small effect size; .50 is medium, and .80 is large).
Research Question 3. I used multiple regression to determine the independent
contribution of each source of self-efficacy to the prediction of students’ mathematics
skills self-efficacy, general mathematics self-efficacy, and self-efficacy for self-regulated
learning in mathematics. The self-efficacy measures were entered as dependent variables
and the sources of self-efficacy were entered simultaneously as independent variables. I
then sorted the data by gender, ethnicity (i.e., White and African American), and school
type (elementary and middle school) and repeated these analyses. In all, 21 regression
models were analyzed. I also calculated uniqueness indicators through a regression
commonality analysis (Rowell, 1996), which indicates the amount of the variance in the
dependent variable that is explained by each independent variable. I tested for
multicollinearity using the variance inflation factor (VIF) as recommended by Kutner,
Nachtsheim, and Neter (2004). A VIF of greater than 10 indicates multicollinearity. To
address any potential multicollinearity, I calculated regression structure coefficients,
which are not influenced by collinearity between the independent variables, unlike beta
coefficients (Courville & Thompson, 2001).
Results
I conducted descriptive analyses of the data and examined all items for normality
before fitting any statistical models. Means and standard deviations for each item on the
Sources of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-Order Correlations of Middle School Sources of Mathematics Self-Efficacy Items
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Item
1. ME-1
2. ME-2
3. ME-3
4. ME-4*
5. ME-5
6. ME-6
7. VE-1
8. VE-2
9. VE-3
10. VE-4
11. VE-5
12. VE-6
13. SP-1
14. SP-2
15. SP-3
16. SP-4
17. SP-5
18. SP-6
19. PS-1
20. PS-2
21. PS-3
22. PS-4
23. PS-5
24. PS-6

M
4.4
5.2
5.4
5.1
4.6
4.9
3.7
3.2
3.9
4.4
4.6
4.3
4.7
4.8
3.9
4.1
4.5
4.0
2.1
2.4
2.1
2.2
1.8
2.2

SD
1.5
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.7
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.7
1.4
1.5
1.8
1.8
1.6
1.7
1.5
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.7

1
.74
.58
.30
.43
.47
.52
.22
.17
.18
.27
.54
.31
.45
.43
.45
.55
.50
.41
-.38
-.22
-.36
-.33
-.23
-.29

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

.79
.46
.51
.49
.63
.21
.13
.22
.31
.46
.27
.55
.49
.41
.47
.51
.45
-.43
-.30
-.40
-.39
-.24
-.30

.67
.40
.41
.53
.09
.04
.16
.26
.29
.16
.34
.34
.31
.31
.32
.29
-.28
-.18
-.23
-.28
-.20
-.19

.73
.42
.56
.07
.07
.12
.23
.43
.24
.46
.40
.30
.42
.39
.35
-.55
-.40
-.53
-.48
-.44
-.47

.75
.53
.21
.17
.18
.23
.46
.34
.39
.47
.41
.55
.47
.45
-.38
-.20
-.35
-.35
-.24
-.29

.83
.17
.14
.17
.22
.48
.26
.46
.47
.35
.48
.51
.41
-.38
-.24
-.35
-.37
-.29
-.33

.67
.45
.24
.38
.18
.32
.27
.22
.28
.21
.27
.21
-.14
.00
-.11
-.11
-.13
-.07

.63
.30
.26
.21
.24
.23
.15
.23
.21
.18
.16
-.09
.04
.02
-.02
.02
.02

.66
.55
.32
.18
.22
.31
.35
.35
.24
.26
-.14
-.04
-.05
-.06
-.07
-.08

.72
.37
.31
.34
.38
.36
.33
.35
.31
-.24
.03
-.15
-.17
-.15
-.16

.62
.44
.43
.47
.43
.52
.48
.45
-.45
-.23
-.37
-.30
-.33
-.28

.64
.42
.36
.37
.36
.42
.34
-.23
-.08
-.22
-.23
-.25
-.15

.74
.54
.53
.58
.57
.43
-.47
-.22
-.31
-.28
-.30
-.24

.80
.55
.63
.67
.54
-.37
-.20
-.32
-.39
-.27
-.30

.82
.66
.63
.61
-.32
-.13
-.22
-.25
-.17
-.18

.86
.70
.61
-.41
-.18
-.30
-.34
-.28
-.29

.85
.57
-.37
-.16
-.32
-.35
-.24
-.27

.78
-.37
-.24
-.32
-.32
-.28
-.32

.78
.41
.64
.54
.45
.56

.68
.50
.41
.36
.43

.84
.58 .77
.51 .46 .71
.65 .57 .55 .82

N = 367.
Note. ME = Mastery Experience; VE = Vicarious Experience; SP = Social Persuasions; PS = Physiological State. Item-total
correlations between each item and its subscale counterparts appear on diagonal. Items within each subscale appear in grayscale. Red
text indicates a nonsignificant correlation. Green text indicates p < .05. All other correlations were significant, p < .01.

Three items on the Sources of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale
(i.e., “addition with carrying,” “subtraction with borrowing,” and “multiplication with
two-digit numbers”) demonstrated a problematic level of skew and/or kurtosis (i.e., skew
worse than +/- 3 or kurtosis worse than +/- 10, as defined by Kline, 2005). However, to
ensure that a range of mathematics skill difficulty appropriate for fourth-grade through
middle school students is represented, I chose to retain these items. Appendix F provides
skew and kurtosis information for each item on the Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacy
Scale. No other items on scales used in the study demonstrated high skew or kurtosis.
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for each scale used in the study are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficients for Each Scale Used in Study 1
α

Scale

a

Sources of Self-Efficacy: Mastery Experiencea

.84

Sources of Self-Efficacy: Vicarious Experiencea

.73

Sources of Self-Efficacy: Social Persuasiona

.89

Sources of Self-Efficacy: Physiological Statea

.86

General Mathematics Self-Efficacyb

.86

Self-Efficacy for Self-Regulated Learning in Mathematicsb

.91

Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacyb

.94

Measured at first time point; N = 367.

b

Measured at second time point; N = 328.
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Research Question 1
The first research question involved examining the psychometric properties of the
Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale. I conducted confirmatory factor analysis
to investigate the factor structure of the scale. I used a comparison method that involved
testing several possible models, including the theoretically-based four-factor model, to
determine which model produced the best fit for the data (see Table 3). First, I tested a
single-factor model. The single-factor model is the simplest model that can be fit to the
data; if this model is a good fit for the data and the addition of other factors does not
significantly improve the model fit, the single-factor model would be accepted as the best
model (Kline, 2005). However, this model showed a poor fit to the data, χ2(252)
=1449.86, p < 0.001; χ2/df = 5.75; GFI = .67; CFI = .71; RMSEA = .114 (90% CI: .108 to
.120); SRMR = .097.

Table 3
Summary of Goodness-of-fit Statistics for the Confirmatory Factor Analysis Models
χ2

df

χ2/df

GFI

CFI

RMSEA

SRMR

Single-Factor

1449.86

252

5.75

.67

.71

.114

.097

Three-Factor

866.75

249

3.48

.82

.85

.082

.076

Four-Factor

672.17

246

2.73

.87

.90

.069

.069

Model

Next, the proposed four-factor measurement model was tested (see Figure 1).
This model demonstrated an acceptable fit to the data, χ2(246) = 672.17, p < 0.001; χ2/df
= 2.73; GFI = .87; CFI = .90; RMSEA = .069 (90% CI: .063 to .075); SRMR = .069.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized four-factor sources of self-efficacy confirmatory factor analysis
model.
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When comparing these two models, the four-factor model fit the data significantly better
than the single-factor model (Δχ2 = 777.69, Δdf = 6, p < 0.001). All factor loadings were
significant, and absolute values of the standardized factor loadings ranged from .41 to
.84. The factor score weights for the variables were also examined; each variable loaded
most strongly onto its hypothesized factor. Absolute values of the intercorrelations
among the four sources ranged from .41 (between vicarious experience and physiological
state) to .79 (between mastery experience and social persuasions).
Although the four-factor model was a significant improvement over the singlefactor model, I tested an additional model to rule out other potential factor structures.
Due to the high correlation between mastery experience and social persuasions, an
alternative three-factor model combining these two factors was tested. This model
demonstrated a poor fit to the data, χ2(249) = 866.75, p < 0.001; χ2/df = 3.48; GFI = .82;
CFI = .85; RMSEA = .082 (90% CI: .076 to .088); SRMR = .076. The four-factor model
provided a significantly better fit for the data than the three-factor model (Δχ2 = 194.58;
Δdf = 3; p < 0.001). I did not test a two-factor model because there was no specific
empirical or theoretical reason for separating the sources of self-efficacy items into two
factors.
I next investigated the reliability and validity of the items. Item-to-item and itemto-subscale correlations are presented in Table 1. As expected, the item-to-subscale
correlations were all significant, positive, and fairly high, ranging from .62 to .86 (M =
.75). Each of the four subscales of the Sources of Middle School Mathematics SelfEfficacy Scale demonstrated adequate reliability (see Table 2). None of the subscale
alpha coefficients improved with the deletion of any item.
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A correlation matrix for all variables in the study is presented in Table 4. As
expected, mastery experience, vicarious experience, and social persuasions were all
significantly, positively correlated; physiological state was significantly, negatively
correlated with each of the other sources. All subscale-to-self-efficacy correlations were
significant and in the expected direction (i.e., positive for the mastery experience,
vicarious experience, and social persuasions subscales, and negative for the physiological
state subscale). Subscale-to-achievement correlations were significant and in the
expected direction for the mastery experience, social persuasions, and physiological state
subscales. Vicarious experience was only correlated with one achievement measure,
mathematics report card grades.
Research Question 2
Separate one-way ANOVAs were conducted to investigate gender, ethnicity, and
grade level differences in the four sources of self-efficacy. A Bonferroni correction was
used to account for multiple comparisons. Complete results of the ANOVAs can be
found in Table 5. There were no significant gender differences in the four sources.
African American students had significantly higher scores on the vicarious experience,
F(1, 336) = 10.19, p = .002, d = -.39, and social persuasions, F(1, 336) = 7.38, p = .007, d
= -.35, subscales. Elementary school students had significantly higher scores on the
vicarious experience subscale than did middle school students, F(1, 365) = 11.17, p =
.001, d = .35.
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Table 4
Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-Order Correlations for Variables in Study 1
Variable
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M

SD

1

1. MEa

4.9

1.0

-

2. VEa

4.0

1.1

.47**

-

3. SPa

4.4

1.3

.70**

.59**

-

4. PSa

2.1

1.2

-.57**

-.26**

-.45**

-

5. GMSEb

5.3

1.0

.47**

.26**

.37**

-.36**

-

6. MSSEb

4.8

0.9

.41**

.24**

.47**

-.37**

.49**

-

7. REGb

5.0

0.9

.49**

.33**

.46**

-.30**

.72**

.57**

-

8. TRb

4.2

1.3

.33**

.08

.24**

-.28**

.23**

.32**

.26**

-

9. Grade

88.1

10.3

.45**

.13*

.29**

-.29**

.41**

.29**

.34**

.50**

-

10. KCCT

3.3

0.8

.37**

.06

.31**

-.29**

.01

.28**

.17*

.53**

.50**

-

217.3

16.2

.23**

-.05

.20**

-.23**

.11*

.40**

.16**

.46**

.46**

.62**

11. MAP

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

-

Note. ME = Mastery Experience; VE = Vicarious Experience; SP = Social Persuasions; PS = Physiological State; GMSE = General
Mathematics Self-Efficacy; MSSE = Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacy; REG = Self-Efficacy for Self-Regulated Learning in
Mathematics; TR = Teacher Rating of student mathematics competence; Grade = second quarter mathematics report card grades;
KCCT = 2011 Kentucky Core Content Test scores; MAP = winter Measures of Academic Progress scores.
a
Measured at first time point; N = 367. b Measured at second time point; N = 328.
*p < .05. **p < .01.

Table 5
Means, Standard Deviations, and One-Way Analysis of Variance Results for Study 1
Mastery
Experience

Vicarious
Experience

Social
Persuasions

Physiological
State

Girls (n = 178)

4.88 (1.00)

4.04 (1.07)

4.28 (1.38)

2.15 (1.20)

Boys (n = 189)

4.94 (1.07)

3.97 (1.15)

4.41 (1.28)

2.10 (1.19)

F

0.297

0.449

0.880

0.186

p

0.586

0.503

0.349

0.666

Cohen’s d

-0.058

0.063

-0.099

0.042

White (n = 245)

4.90 (1.04)

3.90 (1.09)

4.25 (1.36)

2.14 (1.22)

African American (n = 93)

5.09 (0.90)

4.32 (1.08)

4.68 (1.10)

2.04 (1.09)

F

2.508

10.186**

7.384*

0.479

p

0.114

0.002

0.007

0.489

Cohen’s d

-0.195

-0.387

-0.348

0.086

Elementary (n = 167)

4.98 (0.98)

4.21 (1.15)

4.40 (1.36)

2.19 (1.22)

Middle (n = 200)

4.86 (1.08)

3.83 (1.04)

4.31 (1.30)

2.07 (1.18)

F

1.229

11.174**

0.431

0.932

p

0.268

0.001

0.512

0.335

Cohen’s d

0.116

0.347

0.068

0.010

Note. Bonferonni correction = α/c = *p = .05/4 = .0125. **p = .01/4 = .0025.
Research Question 3
I conducted a series of multiple regression analyses to investigate the predictive
power of the four sources of self-efficacy (measured at the first time point) on the three
self-efficacy measures (from the second time point) and to determine if there were
differences in the results based on gender, ethnicity, or grade level. The results for the
full sample, reported in Table 6, indicated that social persuasions were the strongest
predictor of mathematics skills self-efficacy, accounting for 21% of the variance.
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Table 6
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy for the Full Sample in
Study 1

Mastery Experience (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

MSSE
.115
.813
2%

GMSE
.336**
.959
23%

Vicarious Experience (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.071
.464
1%

.037
.538
0%

.060
.629
1%

Social Persuasions (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.356**
.918
21%

.064
.756
1%

.201**
.875
7%

Physiological State (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.166**
-.730
7%

-.136*
-.726
5%

-.029
-.582
0%

.24**
23.806**

.27**
27.961**

Model R2
F

.26**
25.86**

REG
.309**
.935
17%

N = 308.
Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.

Physiological state also significantly predicted students’ self-efficacy for performing
mathematics skills. In terms of general mathematics self-efficacy, mastery experience
was the strongest predictor, explaining 17% of the variance in this measure. Again,
physiological state was also a modest predictor of general self-efficacy. Students relied
on mastery experience and social persuasions when determining their self-efficacy for
self-regulated learning in mathematics. Vicarious experience did not significantly predict
any type of self-efficacy for the full sample.
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For both boys and girls, social persuasion was the primary predictor of
mathematics skills self-efficacy (see Table 7). Girls also relied on their physiological
arousal when judging their efficacy in performing mathematics skills. When it came to
their general self-efficacy in mathematics, girls and boys relied primarily on mastery
experience, although girls’ physiological arousal was also influential. With regard to
self-efficacy for self-regulated learning, girls and boys seemed to rely on somewhat
different sources. Girls relied on mastery experience and vicarious experience when

Table 7
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy by Gender in Study 1

Girls (n = 157)
MSSE
Mastery Experience (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.120
.850
2%

Vicarious Experience (β) -.003
Structure coefficient .498
Uniqueness 0%

GMSE

Boys (n = 151)
REG

MSSE

GMSE

REG

.452**
.960
17%

.419**
.946
17%

.094
.753
3%

.245*
.953
30%

.205
.891
14%

.137
.582
3%

.157*
.661
4%

-.142
.414
6%

-.050
.436
2%

-.051
.537
1%

Social Persuasions (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.339**
.899
16%

.051
.735
0%

.148
.818
2%

.382**
.923
30%

.076
.755
3%

.264*
.921
19%

Physiological State (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.213*
-.766
8%

-.178*
-.752
4%

-.054
-.638
0%

-.117
-.667
6%

-.085
-.655
6%

.036
-.425
1%

.32**
7.949

.47**
33.452

.43**
28.390

.20**
8.569

.11**
4.316

Model R2
F

.15**
6.216

Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.
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determining their self-regulatory self-efficacy, whereas boys relied primarily on social
persuasions.
I next ran separate analyses for White students and African American students to
determine whether differences existed in the relationship between the sources and selfefficacy. The pattern for both groups was similar to that for the full sample, as reported
in Table 8. The smaller size of the African American sample likely accounted for the fact
that some betas did not reach statistical significance. However, uniqueness indicators

Table 8
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy by Ethnicity
White (n = 210)
MSSE

GMSE

African American (n = 75)
REG

MSSE

GMSE

REG

Mastery Experience (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.139
.833
4%

.305**
.944
19%

.318**
.919
16%

.068
.740
1%

.270
.978
29%

.337*
.885
32%

Vicarious Experience (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.018
.555
0%

.059
.554
1%

.148*
.708
4%

-.126
.224
6%

-.031
.379
1%

-.154
.170
10%

Social Persuasions (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.311**
.915
17%

.032
.713
0%

.136
.829
3%

.322
.841
20%

.076
.814
2%

.162
.720
6%

Physiological State (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.151
-.758
5%

-.173*
-.815
8%

-.061
-.677
1%

-.193
-.712
17%

-.044
-.454
2%

.151
.012
13%

.26**
17.353

.23**
15.687

.30**
22.089

.19**
3.822

.11
2.201

.15*
3.146

Model R2
F

Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.
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showed similar patterns of relative influence of the sources for both groups. One
noteworthy difference was that African American students appeared to rely more on
physiological arousal when determining their skills and self-regulatory self-efficacy than
did White students. However, physiological state was not a statistically significant
predictor for either ethnic group.
Results of the multiple regression analyses separated by grade level are reported
in Table 9. Regression results for elementary and middle school students were generally

Table 9
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy by Grade Level in
Study 1
Elementary (n = 142)
MSSE

GMSE

REG

Middle (n = 166)
MSSE

GMSE

REG

Mastery Experience (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.131
.784
4%

.271**
.952
29%

.314**
.926
26%

.169
.882
4%

.374**
.950
15%

Vicarious Experience (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.053
.422
1%

-.028
.38
1%

-.091
.361
2%

.043
.673
0%

.093
.652
1%

.246**
.830
10%

Social Persuasions (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.319**
.856
16%

.117
.762
4%

.265*
.838
14%

.322**
.957
15%

.029
.757
0%

.161
.859
3%

Physiological State (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.233**
-.759
15%

-.079
-.619
3%

.015
-.442
0%

-.054
-.657
0%

-.205*
-.804
7%

-.090
-.668
1%

.15**
5.990

.22**
9.856

.27**
14.968

.36**
23.027

.37**
23.461

Model R2
.28**
F 12.857

.233*
.890
5%

Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.
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similar to those found for the full sample with some notable exceptions. Only social
persuasion predicted mathematics skills self-efficacy for middle school students, whereas
for elementary school students, physiological state was also predictive. Mastery
experience was the only predictor of general mathematics self-efficacy for elementary
school students, although for middle school students, mastery experience and
physiological state were both predictive of students’ general self-efficacy. Both
elementary and middle school students relied on mastery experience when forming their
self-efficacy for self-regulated learning, but vicarious experience explained more
variance for middle school students. Overall, the four sources explained more of the
variance in self-efficacy among middle school students than among elementary school
students.
Discussion
The main objective of the current study was to validate the Sources of SelfEfficacy in Mathematics Scale (Usher & Pajares, 2009) for use with younger students. I
investigated the psychometric properties of items on the scale, including reliability and
content, construct, and criterion validity, to demonstrate that this scale is valid when used
with students in Grades 4 through 6. I also examined group differences in the sources of
self-efficacy based on grade level, gender, and ethnicity. Each of these objectives will be
discussed in greater detail below. I will conclude by noting the limitations of this study
and future directions for research.
Reliability
Items demonstrated good internal consistency, with alpha coefficients over .80 (as
suggested by Henson, 2001). The internal consistency of the vicarious experience
subscale items were slightly below this cutoff (α = .73); in previous research with middle
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school students, the reliability of these items was higher (α = .84; Usher & Pajares, 2009).
Vicarious experience items have traditionally demonstrated lower internal consistency
than the other three sources, partially due to the complexity of this source (see Usher &
Pajares, 2008b). Items in this subscale asked students about teacher-, peer-, and selfrelated vicarious experiences, and students may endorse items pertaining to one type of
model but not another. Although this may have adversely affected the reliability of the
subscale, the inclusion of items investigating vicarious experiences with a variety of
models is aligned with Bandura’s (1997) theory. Also, the vicarious experience items
from the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale when used with this sample still
had a higher alpha coefficient than different items used to assess this source in other
studies (e.g., Gainor & Lent, 1998; Lent et al., 1991).
Content Validity
The Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale demonstrates content validity.
Although I made slight modifications to Usher and Pajares’s (2009) original items by
adjusting vocabulary for developmental appropriateness, the general meaning of the
items was maintained. Each item was based on specific information from Bandura’s
(1997) seminal theoretical work describing the sources of self-efficacy. The sources are
each assessed with six items that together provide a comprehensive representation of the
targeted source.
Construct Validity
The correlations among the sources of self-efficacy subscales were all significant
and in the expected direction, although slightly weaker than those found by Usher and
Pajares (2009). The correlation between mastery experience and social persuasions was
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the strongest of these, and the correlation between vicarious experience and physiological
state was the weakest; these findings are consistent with previous results (Usher &
Pajares, 2009). Most researchers have found high correlations between mastery
experience and social persuasions (e.g., Britner & Pajares, 2006; Gainor & Lent, 1998;
Lent, Lopez, et al., 1996; Panagos & DuBois, 1999). In some cases, this may be caused
by items failing to adequately differentiate between the two sources (Usher & Pajares,
2008b). However, the items in these subscales of the Sources of Self-Efficacy in
Mathematics Scale were developed in close alignment with Bandura’s (1997) theory and
appear to assess the individual facets of these two sources.
The close relationship between mastery experience and social persuasions in this
study (r = .79) is better explained by the fact that these sources often work in conjunction
with one another within academic settings. For example, students who solve a
mathematics problem successfully (i.e., a mastery experience) will be likely to receive
praise for their work (i.e., a social persuasion), but students who solve problems
incorrectly may receive more critical responses that highlight their incapability.
Similarly, social persuasions (both positive and negative) will be more believable if they
match people’s perceptions of their own performance. As Bandura (1997) explained,
“Simply telling people they are much more capable than they believe themselves to be
will not necessarily make it so. . . . Mere pronouncements of capacity to shape the course
of one’s life without providing efficacy-affirming experiences along the way become
empty homilies” (pp. 105-106).
Each of the four sources subscales correlated significantly and in the expected
direction with the three self-efficacy measures, providing additional support for the
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convergent validity of the items when used with a younger sample. In this study, mastery
experience was the source that had the strongest correlation with general mathematics
self-efficacy and self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics; this
corresponds with Bandura’s (1997) hypothesis that mastery experience is the strongest
source of self-efficacy and is consistent with previous research (e.g., Britner & Pajares,
2006; Lent et al., 1991; Matsui et al., 1990; Pajares et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2006).
Social persuasions correlated most strongly with mathematics skills self-efficacy,
however. This indicates that students in this sample who reported receiving positive
messages about their mathematics abilities from others were more likely to have higher
mathematics skills self-efficacy, even more so than students who reported that they have
always done well in mathematics. The mastery experience, social persuasions, and
physiological state subscales were also significantly correlated with each of the
mathematics achievement measures included in this study.
Vicarious experience had the weakest correlations with general mathematics selfefficacy, mathematics skills self-efficacy, and the achievement measures. This subscale
had weak yet significant bivariate correlations with the self-efficacy measures and report
card grades, but was not significantly correlated with the other achievement measures.
Low correlations between vicarious experience and self-efficacy and achievement
measures have been found in research on the sources of self-efficacy (e.g., Lent et al.,
1991; Lopez & Lent, 1992; Stevens et al., 2007; Usher & Pajares, 2009). This may be
due in part to the lower reliability of items measuring this source and to its inherent
complexity. Also, there is some evidence that the relationship between vicarious
experience and self-efficacy may be mediated by other variables, such as gender,
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ethnicity, ability level, domain, and other contextual factors (Klassen, 2004; Usher &
Pajares, 2006a, 2006b; Zeldin & Pajares, 2000). This may also be the case with the
relationship between vicarious experience and student mathematics achievement. These
potential mediating factors may mask the full relationship between vicarious experiences,
self-efficacy, and achievement.
Results of the confirmatory factor analysis from this study indicate that the
hypothesized four-factor model is an acceptable fit for the data. This model, based on
Bandura’s (1997) proposition of four sources of self-efficacy, offered significant
improvement over other possible models, including a three-factor model that combined
the mastery experience and social persuasions subscales. This suggests that despite the
high correlation between mastery experience and social persuasions, the items for these
subscales form two separate factors and should not be combined. These results are also
consistent with previous findings (Usher & Pajares, 2009). This provides additional
support for the construct validity of the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale
when used with a younger group of students.
Criterion Validity
To investigate the criterion validity of the Sources of Self-Efficacy in
Mathematics Scale, I explored the relative power of the sources to predict the three selfefficacy measures. Mathematics skills self-efficacy was most strongly predicted by
social persuasions, followed by physiological states; mastery experience did not predict
skills self-efficacy. Students who are told by others that they are good at mathematics
later have higher confidence in their abilities to successfully perform specific
mathematics skills, even more than do students who report having always done well in
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mathematics. Mastery experience did significantly predict students’ general self-efficacy
and self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics, however.
The finding that social persuasions predicted skills self-efficacy, but mastery
experience did not, was somewhat surprising given results from previous research
studies. In general, mastery experience has been shown to be a consistent and significant
predictor of self-efficacy (e.g., Britner & Pajares, 2006; Klassen, 2004; Lent et al., 1991;
Lopez & Lent, 1992; Lopez et al., 1997; Pajares et al., 2007; Usher & Pajares, 2006a,
2006b), supporting Bandura’s (1997) hypothesis that mastery experience is the most
influential source for the development of self-efficacy. Indeed, the current findings
provide support for the important role of mastery experience in the development of
elementary and middle school students’ general and self-regulatory self-efficacy.
However, the literature related specifically to skills self-efficacy reveals
contradictory findings. Usher and Pajares (2009) showed that mastery experience
significantly predicted mathematics skills self-efficacy for middle school students, but
social persuasions did not. In a study focusing on elementary, middle, and high school
students’ writing skills self-efficacy, Pajares et al. (2007) found that mastery experience
strongly predicted skills self-efficacy, while social persuasions was a modest predictor.
Yet, when separate analyses were conducted based on student grade level, social
persuasions remained a significant predictor of high school students’ writing skills selfefficacy, but not for elementary or middle school students’ self-efficacy. Mastery
experience was a consistent predictor at all grade levels (Pajares et al., 2007).
Lopez et al. (1997) used a measure of mathematics self-efficacy that asked
students to rate their confidence that they could solve specific mathematics problems.
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This measure was more specific than the skills self-efficacy scale used in this study.
Their findings revealed that mastery experience predicted high school students’
mathematics self-efficacy for algebra and geometry, and social persuasions predicted
mathematics self-efficacy for algebra, but not for geometry. Stevens et al. (2006) also
used a task-specific self-efficacy measure with mathematics problems and found that all
four sources predicted self-efficacy. The sources appear to vary in their influence on
self-efficacy for different groups of students and in different subject areas and with
different self-efficacy outcomes.
The findings from the current study indicate that social persuasions play an
important role in the mathematics skills self-efficacy development of fourth- through
sixth-grade students. I hypothesize that social persuasions may provide a different type
of boost to these students’ confidence levels than do mastery experiences. A social
persuasion indicates that other people, such as a teacher, parent, or friend, think that the
student is good at mathematics. This external confirmation of the student’s success
appears to be especially important for influencing confidence related to specific
mathematics skills. Additional research is necessary to determine the reason social
persuasions are so important for these students’ skills self-efficacy. This may have to do
with the particular nature of the social persuasions students receive. For example,
teachers may provide high levels of feedback to students about their mathematics skills
(e.g., “Great job, you added those numbers correctly!”), which would influence students’
beliefs in their capabilities to successfully perform these skills.
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Alternative Explanations
My findings suggest that for students in Grades 4 through 6, social persuasions
are more influential than mastery experience for the development of mathematics skills
self-efficacy. I have already discussed the role of context in explaining why social
persuasions predict skills self-efficacy in some research studies but not in others, and I
have offered some initial hypotheses about why social persuasions appear to be
particularly important for these students’ skills self-efficacy. I now turn to other possible
explanations for these findings.
As did Gainor and Lent (1998), I found a relatively high correlation between
mastery experience and social persuasions (.70 in both cases). Some researchers have
suggested that in situations such as these, both mastery experience and social persuasions
are tapping into the same source of variance (Usher & Pajares, 2008b), which could
explain why social persuasions were a significant predictor of skills self-efficacy but
mastery experience was not. However, in the current study, regression structure
coefficients and uniqueness indicators were calculated and interpreted to account for the
multicollinearity between these two sources. The uniqueness indicators showed that
social persuasions accounted for 21% of the variance and physiological state for 7%;
mastery experience only accounted for 2% of the variance. This suggests that the
findings in this study are not simply an artifact of multicollinearity. Also, if
multicollinearity were the true explanation for these findings, it would have been
expected to cause similar problems with the regression models involving the other types
of self-efficacy. Instead, the results for these models are as expected, with mastery
experience accounting for greater variance.
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Another reason that social persuasions might explain the most variance in skills
self-efficacy, and mastery experience explains the most variance in general and selfregulatory self-efficacy, is because of the correspondence between measures. When
criterion and predictor measures have high correspondence, the relationship between
them is stronger (Azjen & Fishbein, 1977). The mastery experience subscale involves
general experiences related to mathematics ability (e.g., “I do well on math
assignments”). Similarly, the general mathematics self-efficacy scale is the most global
measure of self-efficacy included in this study; items assess students’ perceptions of their
general ability in the area of mathematics (e.g., “In general, how confident are you in
your abilities in math?”). The general wording of the mastery experience subscale might
explain the closer relationship between this source and general mathematics self-efficacy.
Self-efficacy for self-regulated learning assesses a different type of self-efficacy.
Rather than assessing self-efficacy for mathematics, this scale assesses self-efficacy for
self-regulation in mathematics. The measure used to assess the sources in this study
measured the sources of self-efficacy in mathematics, not the sources of self-efficacy for
self-regulation in mathematics, which could lead to different results. The lower
correspondence between this measure and the sources scale may account for why a more
general subscale, mastery experience, was the strongest predictor of this type of selfefficacy.
The mathematics skills self-efficacy measure used in this study is the most
specific of the three self-efficacy scales, requiring students to rate their confidence that
they could successfully complete exercises involving a list of specific mathematics topics
(e.g., adding and subtracting fractions, powers and exponents). The social persuasions
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subscale seems slightly more specific than the mastery experience subscale, as it involves
positive messages about mathematics ability received from others (e.g., “Adults in my
family have told me what a good math student I am”). The higher correspondence
between these scales may address why social persuasions, but not mastery experience,
predicted skills self-efficacy. Although the correspondence between scales may partially
explain the findings in this study, other researchers have used similar measures of the
sources and self-efficacy with different results (e.g., Usher & Pajares, 2009). For this
reason, it is more likely that the results are due to the context in which the sources are
being investigated.
The finding that social persuasions was the strongest predictor of mathematics
skills self-efficacy may also have to do with the degree to which students believe or find
credible the social persuasions they receive. The items on this subscale do not explore
students’ perceptions of the social persuasion. Therefore, students’ would endorse the
items on the social persuasions subscale if they are told they are good at mathematics by
others, regardless of whether the students’ actually believe the messages they receive. It
is possible that social persuasions more strongly predicted skills self-efficacy because the
skills listed on the scale are so specific that students rated their confidence for these skills
realistically, regardless of whether they believed the social persuasions they had received
about mathematics.
Investigating the Sources of Self-Efficacy Across the Transition from Elementary to
Middle School
Now that I have provided psychometric evidence that the items on the Sources of
Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale were valid for use with fourth- through sixth-grade
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students, I will address the second objective of this study: to investigate changes in the
sources of self-efficacy across students’ transition from elementary school to middle
school. I will review mean score differences between elementary and middle school
students as well as differences in the predictive power of the four sources. I will discuss
the grade level differences for each source of self-efficacy in turn. These differences are
intriguing and might help to explain some of the inconsistencies between the results of
this study and those of the previous study conducted by Usher and Pajares (2009), which
investigated the sources of self-efficacy among middle school students.
The grade level regression results showed that mastery experience significantly
predicted general mathematics self-efficacy and self-efficacy for self-regulated learning
for both elementary and middle school students, which is consistent with previous
research (i.e., Usher & Pajares, 2009). This aligns with Bandura’s (1997) theory
regarding the relative strength of the sources of self-efficacy.
Vicarious experience explained more of the variance in self-efficacy for selfregulated learning for middle school students than mastery experience; this is also
consistent with previous research (Usher & Pajares, 2009). This was not found with
elementary school students. This grade level difference is interesting; despite middle
school students’ lower mean score on the vicarious experience subscale, results indicate
that for these students, seeing another person perform successfully in mathematics can
influence students’ confidence in their self-regulatory skills. These findings suggest that
although modeling is a good learning tool for all students, these modeling experiences
may be particularly important for boosting middle school students’ beliefs in their selfregulatory capability. It appears that watching a teacher or fellow student successfully
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solve mathematics problems may lead middle school students to gain confidence in their
ability to organize their work, limit distractions, and get themselves to do mathematics
work, all important elements for academic success.
Social persuasions strongly predicted mathematics skills self-efficacy for students
of both grade levels. Social persuasions were a significant predictor of elementary school
students’ self-efficacy for self-regulated learning, but not for middle school students.
Elementary school students who report receiving praise for their mathematics ability had
higher confidence in both their content and self-regulatory skills related to mathematics;
middle school students who report more positive messages from others only had higher
confidence in their mathematics skills. Other researchers should investigate changes in
the sources of self-efficacy over time, to determine whether the influence of social
persuasions weakens and vicarious experience gains importance for the development of
self-regulatory self-efficacy as students get older.
Overall, both elementary and middle school students report experiencing fairly
low levels of physiological arousal when doing mathematics work. However, higher
amounts of physiological arousal appear to be more detrimental for elementary school
students’ confidence in their ability to solve specific types of mathematics problems.
Middle school students’ confidence in their mathematics skills was not affected by this
source. On the other hand, higher physiological distress leads to lower general selfefficacy for middle school students. One hypothesis regarding this finding is that
elementary school students may attribute their physiological arousal to more specific
aspects of mathematics (e.g., “I am nervous because I don’t know how to subtract
fractions”) and middle school students may attribute their distress to mathematics as a
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whole (e.g., “I am stressed-out because I am bad at math”). Further research is necessary
to explore this hypothesis.
Group Differences Based on Gender and Ethnicity
I will now address the third objective of this study, which was to clarify gender
and cultural differences in the sources of self-efficacy. I will review both mean score
differences between these groups and differences in the predictive power of the four
sources. I will start with a discussion of gender differences and then turn to differences
based on ethnicity.
No significant gender differences were found in mean scores for the sources of
self-efficacy. This is consistent with some previous research findings (Klassen, 2004;
Matsui et al., 1990; Stevens et al., 2007). However, as discussed earlier, other
researchers have found gender differences in the areas of mathematics. In some studies,
boys have reported stronger mastery experiences in mathematics, but girls have reported
higher levels of physiological arousal and vicarious experiences (Joët et al., 2011; Lent,
Lopez, et al., 1996; Lopez et al., 1997). The evidence is mixed in regards to social
persuasions, with one study suggesting that boys had higher scores on this source (Joët et
al., 2011) and another finding that girls had higher scores (Lopez et al., 1997). These
disparities might be due to the dissimilarities of the samples in these studies. Each of
these studies has either investigated the sources of self-efficacy in older students or in
students from other countries; it is likely that the sources of self-efficacy have differential
effects on students of different ages or cultural backgrounds.
The results from the current study show there are no gender differences in mean
subscale scores, indicating that boys and girls report similar experiences regarding the
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four sources. The lack of gender differences in the sources of self-efficacy mean scores
found in this study may actually be a good sign. Some researchers have reported a
gender gap in the domain of mathematics in which boys have higher mathematics
achievement and confidence (Ross, Scott, & Bruce, 2012). This gap has been
perpetuated by the common gender stereotype that men are better at mathematics than
women. Recent research has provided evidence that the achievement gap is closing, but
findings have been mixed regarding the confidence gap, with some researchers still
showing evidence that a significant gap remains between boys’ and girls’ beliefs in their
mathematics abilities (Else-Quest, Hyde, & Linn, 2010; Ross et al., 2012).
However, post-hoc analyses in the current study revealed that there were no
significant gender differences in mean scores of the self-efficacy measures. These results
indicate that there was no evidence of a confidence gap between boys and girls with the
current sample of young students. These findings are promising, especially considering
that both boys and girls report receiving similar amounts of praise related to mathematics
ability, suggesting that gender stereotypes may not be passed to students from significant
others, at least not explicitly. However, researchers have shown that implicit gender
stereotypes are often even better predictors of mathematics motivation and achievement
than explicit stereotypes (Steffens, Jelenec, & Noack, 2010), and these implicit beliefs
may be transferred to students by more subtle means than verbal comments.
I also investigated group differences for gender in the relative power of the
sources to predict self-efficacy. Social persuasions were the strongest predictor of
mathematics skills self-efficacy for both genders, which is consistent with the full sample
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regression results. As expected, mastery experience most strongly predicted general
mathematics self-efficacy for both girls and boys.
However, boys and girls may weigh the sources differently in terms of which
sources are most important for improving certain beliefs. Physiological state
significantly predicted both general self-efficacy and skills self-efficacy for girls, but not
for boys. Mastery experience and vicarious experience both significantly predicted girls’
self-efficacy for self-regulated learning, but social persuasions were the only significant
predictor for boys. These regression patterns suggest that boys tend to rely on a single
source in the development of mathematics self-efficacy (typically either mastery
experience or social persuasions), yet girls appear to gather information from multiple
sources. This gender pattern has been noted in previous research (see Usher, 2007).
Ethnic differences in the sources of self-efficacy were also explored in this study.
The results revealed group differences in mean scores regarding students’ ethnicity.
African American students scored significantly higher on vicarious experience than did
White students. This information suggests that watching others perform successfully
within the area of mathematics may be perceived by African American students as being
especially helpful. African American students also had significantly higher scores on the
social persuasions subscale than White students, indicating that they were more likely
than White students to endorse statements about others telling them they are good at
mathematics.
African American students may actually experience a higher frequency of positive
vicarious experiences and social persuasions related to mathematics. Another possible
explanation is that African American students perceive these experiences as more salient,
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and therefore more memorable, than other students, leading them to endorse these items
as being truer. Other researchers have suggested that African American students prefer
learning environments that focus on people and social cues (Irvine & York, 1995), and
that social messages are highly formative for these students’ self-beliefs, especially
messages from other African Americans in their lives, such as teachers and parents
(Boykin, 1986; Denbo, 2002). This information provides support for the latter
hypothesis, suggesting that social cues, such as vicarious experiences and social
persuasions, may hold particular sway for African American students. Similar results
were found by Usher and Pajares (2006a) in a study investigating invitations to self and
others as a hypothesized fifth source of self-efficacy. These researchers found that
invitations and social persuasions were both significant predictors of African American
students’ academic self-efficacy. Further research is necessary to determine the reason
for this group difference.
Although no other researchers have investigated ethnicity differences in the
sources of self-efficacy with students as young as those included in this sample, Klassen
(2004) found similar results in his study of the sources of mathematics self-efficacy,
which showed that seventh grade Indo-Canadian students had stronger vicarious
experience and social persuasions than did Anglo-Canadians. It is possible that ethnic
minority students may have similar experiences regarding the sources of self-efficacy,
even those from different cultural backgrounds.
Usher and Pajares (2006b) demonstrated that African American middle school
students had significantly higher physiological arousal than did White students. The
disparity in findings from their study and those from the current study may be a result of
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the different age groups of the samples (Usher and Pajares included only sixth-graders,
opposed to fourth- through sixth-graders being included in the current study). As I have
already discussed, there is evidence that the importance and influence of the sources of
self-efficacy change as students move from elementary to middle school. It is possible
that these changes may be different for African American students and White students.
I also conducted regression analyses investigating differences between White and
African American students. The pattern of influence of the sources on self-efficacy was
similar for White and African American students, although the small sample of African
American students meant that some findings did not reach statistical significance.
Replication with larger samples could help reveal whether the patterns are indeed similar.
Limitations
There are several limitations of this study that should be noted. First, this study
relies on self-report survey data. This type of data depends on the honesty of the
participants completing the survey and can fall prey to a variety of response biases,
including social desirability. The participants may have felt that they should answer
questions in a certain way (e.g., highly confident in their mathematics abilities) in order
to ensure that their own skills or their teachers’ skills are portrayed in a positive light. It
is also possible that students may have become bored with the surveys and answered with
specific response sets, such as only selecting extreme scores. Efforts were made to
eliminate these response biases by emphasizing to students that they should respond to
each question honestly, that their answers were private and would not be shared with
teachers or parents, and that their responses were important and would be used to answer
research questions about student motivation and learning. The results of this study
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support the validity of the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale, suggesting that
social desirability and response sets were not a major concern in this study.
Bandura (2006) recommended using 100-point scales for the measurement of selfefficacy and related constructs, as these scales provide respondents with more response
options and tend to be more sensitive and reliable than scales with fewer points.
However, elementary school students may become overwhelmed and confused when
presented with 100 options to choose for each item. To simplify the survey, I chose to
use 6-point scales for all measures in this study. Although this may have limited the
ability of the scales to capture fine distinctions among participants’ beliefs, this was a
necessary decision due to the developmental level of the target sample. Previous studies
have used 6-point scales successfully in self-efficacy research (Pajares, 1996; Usher &
Pajares, 2009).
This study investigated the sources of self-efficacy in fourth- through sixth-grade
students. This sample was chosen purposefully in order to investigate the validity of the
Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale when used with younger students, but
limits the generalizability of the results for other populations. Although my sample was
diverse, there were not enough Asian, Hispanic, or participants of other ethnicities to
conduct analyses investigating differences for these groups; caution should be observed
when generalizing the findings of this study to students of different ethnicities.
Finally, this study used quantitative methods to investigate the sources of selfefficacy. The survey items may have limited the information that could be gathered from
participants and may not provide a complete picture of the sources of mathematics selfefficacy in fourth through sixth graders. However, the use of quantitative methods
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allowed for the necessary data analyses to be conducted in order to determine the
reliability and validity of the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale, which was
the purpose of the current study.
Implications and Future Research
Now that evidence for the validity of the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics
Scale has been established for a new sample, this scale can be used successfully in
contexts with younger students. This will allow researchers to continue exploring how
the sources of self-efficacy influence students’ beliefs and achievement throughout their
development and across the transition from childhood to adolescence. Researchers
should further expand the contexts in which this scale can be used by modifying the items
to reflect other academic domains (e.g., reading, writing, science) and examining the
validity of the scale when used with different samples (e.g., high school and college
students, students of different cultural backgrounds). In future research, investigators
should obtain larger sample sizes of African American students and other ethnic groups
to verify the patterns found in the current study and further explore cultural differences in
the sources of self-efficacy.
In this study I explored the differences in the sources of self-efficacy in
elementary versus middle school students. Previous research has documented a decrease
in motivation across this transition (Anderman et al., 1999; Urdan & Midgley, 2003),
which marks it as a critical time to explore the sources of self-efficacy and their influence
on students’ motivation. Results from this study suggest that vicarious experiences are
more important for middle school students’ self-efficacy than for elementary school
students’, indicating that modeling may be an especially effective tool for increasing
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middle school students’ motivation, particularly for their self-efficacy for self-regulatory
learning in mathematics. This finding should be further investigated in future research
through hierarchical linear modeling, which could be used to detect changes in the
sources of self-efficacy over time and for different groups.
The results of this study have additional implications for practice by highlighting
which sources of self-efficacy appear to be most important and influential for different
students. These differences can inform the way learning opportunities are structured in
students’ classrooms. For example, African American students had significantly higher
scores on the vicarious experience subscale than did White students. Teachers should
consider this difference when designing classroom experiences for African American
students, who appear to find modeling experiences as particularly helpful. Teachers
should attempt to find competent models that use appropriate coping skills when
encountering problems (Bandura, 1997).
The results of this study answer several questions related to the sources of selfefficacy in elementary and middle school students, yet also bring forth additional
questions that may be answered with future research. For example, an interesting future
direction for research would be to investigate how the transference of implicit and
explicit gender stereotypes related to mathematics might influence the sources of
mathematics self-efficacy, self-efficacy, and achievement. Investigators should also
continue exploring longitudinal changes in self-efficacy and its sources, particularly as
students move from one school year to the next. Following the same students as they
progress from elementary school to middle school could provide a more comprehensive
picture of the changes in the sources of self-efficacy across this transition.
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Researchers should also engage in more qualitative investigations of the sources
of self-efficacy. Interviews and classroom observations may provide new insights about
how the sources of self-efficacy develop and influence student motivation. Finally,
further explorations of the individual sources of self-efficacy should be made, as Usher
and Pajares (2008) recommended. By examining each source in greater detail,
researchers will be able to investigate the mechanisms through which the sources
influence student self-efficacy. For example, researchers could specifically examine
vicarious experiences in mathematics classrooms with the intent of determining why this
source predicts self-regulatory self-efficacy, but not the other types of self-efficacy.
Similarly, researchers need to explore social persuasions further to determine why this
source appears to be so influential for skills self-efficacy in elementary and middle school
mathematics classrooms. Exploratory research investigating the sources in classroom
settings could providing important information teachers can use to better motivate and
teach their students.
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Chapter 3: Study 2
Investigating Student Perceptions of Teacher Feedback in Elementary
and Middle School Mathematics Classrooms
Few would dispute the fact that high-quality teachers are essential to student
success in school. The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001) defined highly qualified
teachers as those who hold state certification and who are competent in the academic area
in which they teach. This broad definition, however, does not ensure high teacher
quality. Researchers have shown that teachers have a strong influence on student
achievement. Students taught by highly skilled teachers made significant gains on
mathematics achievement tests throughout the school year, but students with similar
backgrounds and baseline mathematics scores who were taught by less skilled teachers
lost on average five percentile points on the same mathematics achievement test (Gordon,
Kane, & Staiger, 2006). Research is needed to investigate differences in teacher-related
variables to determine the characteristics and methods that define a high quality teacher.
In this study, I examine how one such variable, teacher feedback, accounts for
differences in student motivation. Teacher feedback can have a powerful influence on
student learning, motivation, and achievement (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Researchers
have demonstrated that providing certain types of feedback can increase students’
strategy use and academic skills (Chan & Lam, 2010; Schunk & Schwartz, 1993).
However, not all forms of feedback yield positive student outcomes. Negative teacher
feedback has been associated with psychological disengagement (Strambler & Weinstein,
2010). In some situations, praise has even been shown to undermine intrinsic motivation
(Brophy, 1981; Henderlong & Lepper, 2002). For this reason, teachers must be careful to
craft their feedback in ways that will enhance student outcomes.
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Social cognitive theory, proposed by Bandura (1986) as a means of explaining
human functioning, provides a framework for considering the influence of teacher
feedback on student success. People can “exercise influence over what they do”
(Bandura, 1997, p. 3), but external forces also influence human functioning. According
to social cognitive theory, individuals are influenced by the reciprocal interactions
between personal factors, behavior, and the environment. A triadic reciprocal causation
model of teacher feedback can be conceptualized with two triangles, one representing a
teacher’s perspective and the other, a student’s perspective (see Figure 2). Teacher
feedback is both a teacher’s behavior and one factor within a student’s environment.
Teacher feedback is not only shaped by the teacher’s environment and personal factors
but can also be influenced by a student’s behavior and personal factors. In turn, teacher

Figure 2. Triadic reciprocal causation: Using Bandura’s (1997) theory to conceptualize
the relationship between teacher self-efficacy, teacher feedback, student self-efficacy, and
student achievement.
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feedback can influence students’ beliefs and behavior. For example, a teacher with high
self-efficacy (i.e., a personal factor) working with a highly-engaged class (i.e., the
teacher’s environment and students’ behavior) may be more likely to provide students
with positive and specific feedback (i.e., the teacher’s behavior and part of the students’
environment), which could lead students to have higher motivation (i.e., a personal
factor) and improved academic performance (i.e., a behavior). This example illustrates
the complex role and influence of teacher feedback for both teachers and students.
Self-efficacy, or the belief individuals hold about their capability to succeed
within a specific domain or at a particular task, is an example of a personal factor that can
influence students’ academic success (Bandura, 1997). Students’ mathematics selfefficacy has been shown to predict their interest in mathematics, participation in class,
greater academic effort, and their mathematics achievement (Fast et al., 2010; Lapan et
al., 1996; Olsen, LaMire, & Baker, 2011; Sakiz, Pape, & Woolfolk Hoy, 2012). In fact,
self-efficacy has predicted mathematics performance better than many other variables,
including self-concept, anxiety, perceived usefulness of mathematics, gender, or
mathematics background (Pajares & Miller, 1994). Research has supported Bandura’s
assertion that “people who have strong beliefs in their capabilities approach difficult tasks
as challenges to be mastered rather than as threats to be avoided. . . . They invest a high
level of effort in what they do and heighten their effort in the face of failures or setbacks"
(p. 39).
According to social cognitive theory, self-efficacy develops through the
individual’s interpretation of information from four sources: mastery experience (the
outcomes of one’s own actions), vicarious experience (the outcomes of others’ actions),
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social persuasions (verbal or nonverbal evaluative responses from others), and
physiological state (e.g., mood, anxiety, stress). The way individuals interpret their
experiences involving these four sources can cause self-efficacy to increase or decrease
(Bandura, 1997). Although most evidence suggests that mastery experience is the
strongest predictor of mathematics self-efficacy (Lent, Brown, et al., 1996; Lent et al.,
1991; Lopez et al., 1997), researchers have also demonstrated that the other three sources
are significant predictors (Hampton & Mason, 2003; Matsui et al., 1990; Usher &
Pajares, 2009). In a comprehensive review of the literature on the sources of selfefficacy, Usher and Pajares (2008b) reported that mastery experience had the highest
median correlation with self-efficacy (r = .58), followed by social persuasions (r = .39),
vicarious experience (r = .34), and physiological state (r = .33).
A Closer Look at Verbal Social Persuasions
In this study, I take a closer look at one source of self-efficacy, social
persuasions, by focusing on students’ perceptions of the messages their teachers send
them during mathematics instruction. Although social persuasions can be both verbal
and nonverbal, the current study investigated verbal social persuasions, and specifically
student perceptions of the feedback their teachers provide to them. Bandura (1997)
proposed three main factors that influence the effectiveness of verbal persuasions: how a
statement is framed, characteristics of the person who delivers the persuasory statement,
and the degree of disparity between the individual’s beliefs and the persuasory statement.
These aspects can influence whether the person receiving the verbal persuasion (i.e., the
student) believes the message, finds the message important, and allows the message to
influence her self-beliefs. I will discuss each of these factors in more detail below.
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First, the framing of a statement (i.e., the way the statement is phrased) can affect
whether self-efficacy increases or decreases (Bandura, 1997). Feedback can be framed as
either positive (e.g., “You answered that correctly”) or negative (e.g., “That answer was
incorrect”). It can emphasize innate ability (e.g., “You answered all of the math
problems correctly because you are great at math”) or effort (e.g., “You answered all of
the math problems correctly because you worked so hard on them”). Feedback can refer
to the amount of progress the individual has made (e.g., “That answer is correct; you have
improved so much since the beginning of the school year”) or focus on the amount of
progress that still needs to be made (e.g., “That answer is correct, but you should be
getting all of your answers correct”). Even negative feedback can be framed
constructively or disparagingly (Bandura, 1997). Feedback can be specific (e.g., “You
did a good job on your two-digit subtraction problems”) or nonspecific (e.g., “Good
job”). It can focus on task performance (e.g., “You got five answers correct”), processing
of a task (e.g., “Try using the comprehension strategies we learned in class”), selfregulation (e.g., “Thank you for revising your work”), or the self (“You are so smart!”)
(Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Bandura suggested that specific positive feedback that
focuses on achieved progress is most likely to boost self-efficacy. In this study, I
investigated four types of feedback: positive, negative, effort, and ability feedback.
Second, characteristics of the person who delivers a social persuasion, and,
specifically, how the person is perceived by the learner, can affect how influential the
statement may be. If students perceive the persuader to be credible and knowledgeable
about the domain or task, then the feedback will be likely to carry more weight. On the
other hand, if individuals do not feel that the persuader has any knowledge or credibility
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within the area, they will not place much stock in the social persuasion, and it will be less
likely to alter their efficacy beliefs (Bandura, 1997). Teachers can be particularly
important persuaders for students, as effective teachers are knowledgeable within the
content areas they teach (Moyer-Packenham, Bolyard, Oh, Kridler, & Salkind, 2006).
Other factors can also influence the strength of a teacher’s role as persuader, such as the
student’s perceptions of the teacher’s trustworthiness or the nature of the teacher-student
relationship. This makes teachers’ social persuasions directed toward their students
particularly interesting to study.
Finally, the degree of disparity between an individual’s self-appraisal and the
social persuasion will influence the effectiveness of the social persuasion (Bandura,
1997). Consider the following example. A student already knows how to add fractions
and the teacher says, “Great job! Now try subtracting fractions. I know you can do it!”
This social persuasion conveys a belief only moderately higher than the student’s current
capabilities; therefore, the social persuasion is likely to encourage the student to
persevere and probably meet with success. However, if the teacher had suggested that
the student try solving differential equations, the social persuasion would have conveyed
beliefs too far beyond the student’s capabilities. This could have resulted in failure and
led the student to quickly give up.
Teacher Feedback as a Powerful Social Persuasion
Feedback is not synonymous with social persuasions, but it is one important
example of a social persuasion students receive in school. A social persuasion may be
any message an individual receives from others that provides some information about the
individual’s capabilities and therefore influences the individual’s self-efficacy (Bandura,
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1997). This can include compliments, criticism, statements, and comments. Feedback is
defined as “information provided by an agent (e.g., teacher, peer, book, parent, self,
experience) regarding aspects of one’s performance or understanding” (Hattie &
Timperley, 2007, p. 81). For example, when discussing future career plans, a child may
be told by an adult, “A person has to be really smart to be an engineer.” This statement is
an example of a social persuasion, but not feedback, as it does not provide any
information about the child’s actual performance but may convey to the child that he or
she is not smart enough to pursue an engineering career (i.e., communicating information
about the child’s capabilities).
In this study, I conceptualize teacher feedback as a specific type of social
persuasion. Furthermore, I emphasize an additional dimension of teacher feedback that
was not included in Hattie and Timperley’s (2007) definition: students’ perceptions of
teachers’ feedback. This dimension is important because without knowing how students
interpret a social message from their teacher, researchers cannot know whether the
message serves as a source of self-efficacy. A verbal statement only becomes a
significant social message and a potential source of self-efficacy when the individual
processes and interprets the message. For example, teachers may tell many of their
students, “Good work.” Students who feel their teacher is a credible and important
persuader may interpret this message as an indication that they are doing well, and their
self-efficacy may subsequently increase. Other students may discount the social message
if they feel their teacher is not a credible or important persuader or for other reasons.
These latter may experience little or no change in their self-efficacy as a result of verbal
information.
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Measuring Teacher Feedback
An effective method of assessing teacher feedback is necessary before researchers
can investigate the relationship between this construct and other important variables, such
as self-efficacy. Teacher feedback and its correlates have been investigated in three main
ways: through survey methods, experimental manipulation, and qualitative methods such
as classroom observations and interviews, each of which is discussed briefly below.
Survey methods. Some researchers have created surveys to assess students’
perceptions of teacher feedback (e.g., Burnett, 2002; Koka & Hein, 2003, 2005, 2006;
Wentzel, 2002). Using survey research to explore teacher feedback has several important
strengths. Surveys are relatively easy to administer and can be given to groups of
students at one time, allowing for larger sample sizes. Surveys are standardized and
ensure that the same information can be gathered from all participants. Most importantly
for the current investigation, self-report surveys inherently tap into student perceptions of
teacher feedback. Survey items are answered directly by the student, so all responses
have been filtered through the student’s own beliefs and interpretations.
Survey research also has some limitations when used to investigate teacher
feedback. Feedback occurs in many different forms, and it is unlikely that one survey
could capture every type of feedback. Another difficulty lies in the fact that some aspects
of teacher feedback simply cannot be assessed with a survey measure. For example,
research has shown that effective feedback is specific in nature, yet “specific feedback”
items could not easily be created for a survey which by design is somewhat
decontextualized. For feedback to be specific, it must be directly related to the context
and the student performance in the moment. It would be difficult to create items that
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would be specific but would also apply to more than one or two students in a sample. For
example, few students would endorse such a specific feedback statement as, “Great job
remembering to multiply the numbers in parentheses first on number 12.”
Experimental methods. Another common way to approach investigations of
teacher feedback is to experimentally manipulate the feedback that is provided to students
(e.g., Chan & Lam, 2010; Schunk & Schwartz, 1993). Not all investigations that use
experimental manipulation are of equal value. Henderlong and Lepper (2002) conducted
an extensive review on the effects of praise on student motivation, mainly focusing on
experimental studies. They brought up several methodological issues that were found in
many of the articles. First, many studies did not include a no-praise or other appropriate
control group. Second, many studies in their review did not appropriately manipulate the
variables of interest, instead confounding their manipulations by not properly controlling
for extraneous variables. When completed correctly, experimental studies can control for
extraneous factors and thereby systematically test and prove the effects of feedback on a
variety of outcome measures. The results of an experimental study can more
conclusively suggest that teacher feedback caused a certain outcome variable, unlike nonexperimental designs, which can only imply correlation. However, experimental designs
often lack ecological validity, making it difficult to know how the results found in these
studies would transfer to real-life classroom settings.
Qualitative methods. The third way that researchers have investigated teacher
feedback is through qualitative research methods, including classroom observations (e.g.,
Tunstall & Gipps, 1996) and student or teacher interviews (e.g., Lee, 2008). Qualitative
research conducted in natural settings can provide researchers with a glimpse of the way
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teacher feedback occurs naturally in the classroom. However, qualitative research can be
time-consuming and costly. For this reason, researchers engaging in qualitative methods
often sacrifice large sample sizes for a more detailed understanding of their topic.
Ultimately, both quantitative and qualitative methods are needed to create a complete
picture of teacher feedback and its effects on other variables.
Relationship Between Teacher Feedback and Other Variables of Interest
Teacher feedback has been investigated in relation to numerous variables,
including student achievement, and its effects on performance have varied (Kluger &
DeNisi, 1996). Some evidence suggests that elementary school students whose
mathematics teachers use an “authoritative” teaching style that involves supportive
teacher feedback are more likely to demonstrate high academic competence in
mathematics (Walker, 2008). Researchers have also shown that fifth-grade students who
receive effort feedback perform better on specific tasks (i.e., problems from the Raven
Progressive Matrices) after experiencing failure than do students who receive ability
feedback (Mueller & Dweck, 1998). Conversely, Schunk (1982, 1983, 1984) has
demonstrated that both effort and ability feedback can lead to improved mathematics
performance, and ability feedback leads to the highest performance.
Yet, researchers may not be telling the complete story if they only examine how
teacher feedback is directly related to student achievement. Can teacher feedback change
student performance directly without first changing student beliefs? As Nietzsche
(1880/1954) stated, “It is precisely facts that do not exist, only interpretations” (p. 458).
According to social cognitive theory, self-efficacy mediates the relationship between
perceived feedback and subsequent achievement. Extensive research has linked student
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self-efficacy to student behaviors (see Pajares & Urdan, 2006), but the mediating role of
self-efficacy between teacher feedback and student achievement requires additional
empirical support.
Several researchers have indicated that higher levels of certain types of feedback
are related to student self-efficacy (e.g., Friedel, Cortina, Turner, & Midgley, 2010;
Tuckman & Sexton, 1991). Schweinle, Meyer, and Turner (2006) found that students in
Grades 5 and 6 whose mathematics teachers provided the class with frequent, elaborative,
and positive feedback reported higher levels of positive affect, “efficacy,” and
importance. However, “efficacy” was measured in a general manner with only two items
(e.g., “Rate your success in mathematics today”) that do not follow Bandura’s (2006)
recommendations for the creation of self-efficacy scales. Feedback can also lower selfefficacy; when graduate students were provided with more feedback regarding specific
writing strategies they could use, their self-efficacy actually decreased (Duijnhouwer,
Prins, & Stokking, 2012).
Other researchers have found that students who reported receiving supportive
teacher feedback showed higher levels of creative self-efficacy (Beghetto, 2006). Chan
and Lam (2010) used an experimental design to investigate the influence of feedback on
self-efficacy. Students in Grade 8 used a computer program to test their vocabulary and
were given formative, summative, self-referenced, or norm-referenced feedback on their
performance; their self-efficacy was measured before and after they received feedback.
The results indicate that formative and self-referenced feedback was more beneficial for
students’ self-efficacy than were summative and norm-referenced feedback. Schunk
(1982, 1983, 1984) investigated effort and ability feedback in relation to students’ self-
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efficacy. In one experimental study, both effort and ability feedback were provided to
third grade students during mathematics instruction and practice. Students who received
ability only feedback (“You’re good at this”) demonstrated higher mathematics selfefficacy than did students who were given only effort feedback (“You’ve been working
hard”), both ability and effort feedback, or no feedback (Schunk, 1983). Both Schunk’s
and Chan and Lam’s studies use controlled experimental designs that allow them to draw
causal inferences about the relationship between teacher feedback and student
performance and beliefs. However, these studies lack ecological validity because they do
not examine teacher feedback in naturalistic settings. Students may respond quite
differently to feedback from an unfamiliar experimenter or a computer than they would to
feedback from their regular teacher with whom they interact daily. Researchers who
have used experimental designs have made the assumption that students perceived the
feedback as intended.
Researchers have also investigated the relationships between teacher feedback
and other student motivation variables. Koka and Hein (2003, 2005, 2006) have shown
that learners who perceive higher levels of positive general feedback and informational
feedback are more likely to be intrinsically motivated. Prosocial goal pursuit,
responsibility goal pursuit, interest in class, mastery orientation, and student satisfaction
have also been found to be related to student perceptions of teacher feedback (Burnett,
2002; Wentzel, 2002). Other researchers have demonstrated that teacher praise focusing
on effort is more effective than praise focusing on ability; praising students’ effort has
been correlated with higher levels of persistence and enjoyment (Blackwell,
Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Dweck, 2007, 2010; Mueller & Dweck, 1998). This
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finding opposes Schunk’s (1982, 1983, 1984) results. The differences in these
researchers’ findings can be attributed in part to their methodological choices. Although
both researchers used experimental designs with similar samples (i.e., elementary school
students), they focused on the effect of feedback on different dependent variables (e.g.,
Schunk investigated student self-efficacy and performance, and Dweck examined student
achievement goal orientation and implicit theories of intelligence). Also, these
researchers operationalized key variables in different ways. Schunk defined student
performance as the number of subtraction problems answered correctly, but Dweck
examined student scores on three sets of the Raven Progressive Matrices. Teacher
feedback about different tasks may lead to different effects.
Differences in Teacher Feedback for Different Student Groups
Some researchers have investigated differences in the way teachers provide
feedback to different groups of students. Some have reported that boys tend to receive
more feedback than girls (Irvine, 1986; Meyer & Thompson, 1956). Burnett (2002)
found that boys received more negative feedback than girls in elementary school
classrooms. During observations of two mathematics classes, Foote (2002) also found
that boys received more negative feedback than girls. However, she determined that this
finding was due to the small number of boys in each class receiving high amounts of
negative feedback and not because all boys were receiving more negative feedback. She
found no gender differences in teachers’ provision of positive feedback. In another
qualitative study, equivalent amounts of praise were provided to boys and girls (N = 22
third graders) during mathematics instruction, but the specific types of praise varied by
gender; boys were more likely to be praised for their imagination than were girls, who
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were more likely to receive praise about success and good thinking (Wilson-Saddler,
1997). Classroom-related managerial feedback has also been shown to be differentially
provided across gender. Boys tend to receive negative feedback on their classroom
behavior, but girls tend to receive positive feedback on behavior (Morgan, 2001).
Researchers have also investigated differences in teacher feedback according to
individuals’ culture or ethnicity. For example, Schleppenbach, Flevares, Sims, and Perry
(2007) examined cultural differences in teacher feedback by investigating teacher
responses to student errors in classrooms in the United States and in China. In the United
States, teachers were significantly more likely to respond to student errors with
statements, but in China, teachers were more likely to use questions in their responses.
Baker (1999) investigated teacher-student interactions, including teacher feedback,
among African American elementary school students of low socioeconomic status. She
noted few teacher-student interactions during her classroom observations. However, this
may be due to the fact that she only used structured 10-minute observations, providing
teachers and students little time in which to interact. Also, she did not investigate
teacher-student interactions for students of other ethnicity or socioeconomic status,
making it impossible to determine how the frequency of these interactions might differ
across student groups.
Synthesis of Findings on Teacher Feedback
Teacher feedback is an example of a social persuasion that students receive in
school. Feedback has been shown to influence student performance, self-efficacy, and
other motivation constructs (e.g., Brophy, 1981; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Henderlong
& Lepper, 2002). The differential effects of teacher feedback can be attributed to
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variations in the way the feedback is framed, the context in which it is provided, and
characteristics of the teacher giving the feedback (and how the teacher is perceived by the
student). Teacher feedback has been investigated primarily through survey methods,
experimental manipulation, and qualitative methods; these methodological differences
may explain some of the variance in the results of teacher feedback studies.
Purpose of the Study
Usher and Pajares (2008b) called for researchers to investigate the hypothesized
sources of self-efficacy in greater depth and with methodological rigor. This study is a
response to this recommendation. The purpose of this study was to take a closer look at
one source of self-efficacy, social persuasions, by investigating students’ perceptions of
teacher feedback (specifically, positive, negative, ability, and effort feedback) and their
relationship to students’ self-efficacy. Research has been conducted on teacher feedback
and self-efficacy individually, yet additional investigation is necessary to clarify how
teacher feedback relates to student self-efficacy. This is especially true when considering
the contradictory results found in investigations of effort versus ability feedback (e.g.,
Mueller & Dweck, 1998; Schunk, 1983).
My use of a longitudinal design involving data collection at two time points offers
an improvement over research on teacher feedback that has involved cross-sectional
designs. Previous research has explored the relationship between the teacher feedback
and self-efficacy at one point in time. In this study, however, teacher feedback was
measured at the first time point and self-efficacy was measured at the second time point,
allowing stronger inferences to be made regarding the predictive power of teacher
feedback on self-efficacy.
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Research Questions
The following research questions are addressed:
(1) What are the psychometric properties of the Teacher Feedback Scale (Burnett,
2002) when used with American students in Grades 4 through 6?
(2) Are there mean differences in perceived frequency of the four types of teacher
feedback (negative, positive, effort, ability) for students of different gender, ethnicity, or
grade level?
(3) What is the independent contribution of each type of teacher feedback to the
prediction of mathematics self-efficacy beliefs for the full sample, for boys and girls, for
students of different ethnicity, and for students in different grade levels?
Method
Participants
Participants included 290 students (50 in fourth grade, 80 in fifth grade, 160 in
sixth grade; 152 girls, 138 boys) and their mathematics teachers (n = 9; all women).
Different ethnic groups (White: n = 203; African American: n = 69; Asian/Asian
American: n = 7; Hispanic/Latino(a): n = 7) and socioeconomic levels (free/reduced
lunch: n = 115) were represented in this sample.
I selected this sample for the validation of the Teacher Feedback Scale.
Researchers have demonstrated this scale’s validity in an Australian sample (Burnett,
2002) but have not yet shown whether the scale can be successfully used with students in
the U.S. Students younger than those in Grade 4 were not included in this study because
of the developmental level necessary to complete self-efficacy measures accurately
(Pajares et al., 2007). This sample also provided me with the opportunity to examine
differences in teacher feedback and mathematics self-efficacy for students of different
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gender, ethnicity, and grade level; it is possible that feedback and self-efficacy will look
differently for these groups of students.
Students and teachers were participating in a follow-up to a previous study. One
time point overlapped between the two studies (i.e., February/March 2011), although
different measures from this time point were used in each study. The same self-efficacy
measures were used in both studies, but were collected at different time points.
Participants were originally identified by working with administrators in the school
district, who determined schools from which I could recruit participants. Informed
consent was obtained from participants’ parents, and assent was given by participants.
To participate in the study, teachers had to be the primary instructor of mathematics in
their class, ensuring they would be able to provide accurate information about their
students’ competence in mathematics. Students with developmental delays or limited
English proficiency were invited to participate, but their responses were excluded from
data analysis if the researcher administering the assessment determined that the survey
responses appeared invalid.
Instrumentation
Students completed a survey of mathematics attitudes in February/March 2011
that included several self-report measures and another survey approximately three months
later in May/June 2011. Teachers rated students on mathematics competence at the
second time point. Demographic variables for students (e.g., gender and ethnicity) were
provided by the school district. Specific constructs are discussed in more detail below.
As with the previous study, all scales used in this study were first reviewed by
nine students in Grade 4. I administered the survey to the students in a group format and
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took note of all student questions or comments. Items were modified based on this
student feedback for clarification and ease of understanding. The specific modifications
are discussed below. The final student measures can be found in Appendix B (Time 2)
and Appendix C (Time 3).
Student perceptions of teacher feedback during mathematics instruction.
The Teacher Feedback Scale was developed in Australia by Burnett (2002) to assess four
different types of feedback (i.e., positive, negative, ability, and effort) that teachers
provided to their students. Confirmatory factor analysis conducted by Burnett indicated
that each item loaded on the hypothesized subscale (i.e., positive, negative, ability, or
effort feedback), providing support for the scale’s construct validity. Internal consistency
ratings for each scale have been shown to be acceptable (alphas range from .77 to .85)
(Burnett, 2002). Burnett did not report subscale correlations.
This scale consisted of 22 survey items that provided an example of feedback
(e.g., “Great job!”), for which students rated how often their teacher provided similar
feedback to them during mathematics instruction. For the current study, slight
modifications were made to the wording of Burnett’s (2002) original items to make them
more easily understood and recognizable by American students (e.g., “Lovely work” was
modified to “Very nice work”). The rating scale was also modified for the current study.
In Burnett’s version of the scale, students were asked to rate each item on a three-point
scale including 1 (never), 2 (sometimes), and 3 (often). For this study, I opted to use a
six-point version of the scale, from 1 (never) to 6 (almost always), to keep this measure
consistent with other measures used in the study. The items are divided into four
subscales: positive feedback (5 items; e.g., “Very nice work”), negative feedback (9
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items; e.g., “That’s not good enough”), ability feedback (4 items; e.g., “You seem very
talented in math”), and effort feedback (4 items; e.g., “You are a hard worker in math”).
I also added an exploratory scale intended to investigate students’ perceptions of
their teachers’ feedback. This addition included an extra question immediately following
each of the 22 items on the Teacher Feedback Scale that asked students, “When your
teacher says this to you, do you believe it?” Students were instructed to circle either yes
or no. Students were also provided a does not apply option and were told to circle it if
they had rated that feedback item as 1 (never). Students completed both the original
Teacher Feedback Scale and the exploratory student perceptions of feedback scale.
However, after reviewing the data, it appeared that many students did not understand how
to complete the exploratory scale (e.g., many students circled 1 for a Teacher Feedback
Scale item, but then selected yes or no for the second part of the scale instead of circling
does not apply). The confusion over this scale influenced the validity, so data from these
additional items were not analyzed for the present study.
The Teacher Feedback Scale scale was administered during the February/March
2011 wave of this study. The reading level for this scale is a 1.3 Flesch-Kincaid Grade
Level. A list of items by subscale (e.g., positive, negative, ability, and effort feedback)
can be found in Appendix G. The exploratory items that were not analyzed in this study
are shown in the complete survey in Appendix B.
Self-efficacy. Students’ mathematics skills self-efficacy, general mathematics
self-efficacy, self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics, and mathematics
achievement were included in this study as outcome measures. These measures were
administered at the May/June 2011 time point. The same measures were used as
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specified in the previous study. Brief descriptions of each self-efficacy measure are
included below; a detailed description of these measures can be found in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation. Items are listed in Appendix E.
Mathematics skills self-efficacy was measured with a modified version of a scale
originally created by Usher and Pajares (2009). This scale assessed students’ confidence
in their capabilities for working with specific mathematics concepts, and consisted of 27
items that listed skills commonly taught in Grades 4 through 8. Students rated their
degree of confidence that they could perform each task on a Likert-type scale from 1 (not
at all confident) to 6 (completely confident).
Students’ general mathematics self-efficacy was measured using four items
modified from a scale designed by Bandura (2006) to assess grade self-efficacy. This
measure asked students to rate how well they can do mathematics in general on a Likerttype scale from 1 (not at all confident) to 6 (completely confident).
Self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics was assessed with a
modified version of Bandura’s (2006) Children’s Self-Efficacy Scale. The version of the
scale used in this study included 11 items that assessed students’ beliefs that they can
effectively use self-regulatory skills (e.g., planning and organizing their work, time
management) in the domain of mathematics. Students rated their capabilities for each
task on a Likert-type scale from 1 (not very well at all) to 6 (very well).
Social persuasions. A measure of social persuasions, provided by the social
persuasions subscale of the Sources of Self-Efficacy in Mathematics Scale, was used to
demonstrate concurrent validity. This subscale consisted of 6 items. The directions
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asked students to “Tell us how true or false each statement is for you” from 1 (definitely
false) to 6 (definitely true).
Achievement. Four measures of students’ mathematics achievement were
included in this study to demonstrate concurrent validity. During the May/June 2011
time point, teachers rated each student’s competence in mathematics on a Likert-type
scale from 1 (not at all competent) to 6 (extremely competent). Teacher ratings of
students’ competence have been frequently used as a valid proxy for academic
achievement (see Hoge & Coladarci, 1989). Report card grades for the fourth quarter
(June 2011) in mathematics were obtained from teachers. Standardized mathematics
achievement scores including 2011 Kentucky Core Content Test (KCCT) mathematics
scores, ranging from 1 (novice) to 4 (distinguished), and spring 2011 Measures of
Academic Progress (MAP) scores, ranging from 188 to 265, were obtained from schools.
Procedure
The first wave of data collection for this study took place in February/March
2011. I scheduled a time at the teachers’ convenience to go to the schools for data
collection for the current study. Students received information about the paper-andpencil surveys as a whole class and gave their assent to participate. If any students in the
class did not have parental permission or did not give assent, they were instructed to read
or work quietly at their desks while the other students completed the surveys. A
researcher read each item aloud to ensure that the students understood the items and
paused between each item to allow students time to circle their responses. The researcher
answered any questions that arose (e.g., provided the definition of words, clarified items).
After students completed the surveys, the researcher quickly reviewed all surveys to
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ensure that students did not skip any items or circle multiple responses for an item. If any
errors were found, the researcher pointed them out to the student and asked the student to
clarify the response. All students completed the survey within 45 minutes.
The second wave of data collection for this study occurred approximately three
months later in May/June 2011. The survey administered at this time point included the
measures of mathematics skills self-efficacy, general mathematics self-efficacy, and
mathematics self-efficacy for self-regulated learning, in addition to other measures not
used in this study. The same procedures used in the first data collection time point were
used to administer this second survey. Teachers provided ratings of each student’s
competence in mathematics while the students completed the survey or shortly thereafter.
Again, no more than 45 minutes were needed for students and teachers to complete all
measures.
Data Analyses
I entered all data into an SPSS database for initial data organization, cleaning, and
analysis. I conducted descriptive analyses of the data and examined all items for
normality before fitting any statistical models. I computed scores for each scale or
subscale based on the specific scoring instructions for the scale (e.g., the mean score for
the scale assessing self-efficacy for self-regulatory learning in mathematics was
calculated by finding the mean of all items).
Research Question 1. I investigated the psychometric properties of the Teacher
Feedback Scale (Burnett, 2002) by first examining the scale’s construct validity through
confirmatory factor analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis was used instead of
exploratory factor analysis or principal component analysis because of the existence of a
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theoretical basis and previous research investigating the factor structure of this scale in
students in Years 3 through 6 (Burnett, 2002). I then examined the reliability of the
items by calculating Cronbach’s alphas as a measure of internal consistency. Finally, I
investigated the scale’s concurrent validity by calculating correlations between scores on
the Teacher Feedback Scale and other measures, including social persuasions,
mathematics skills self-efficacy, general mathematics self-efficacy, self-efficacy for selfregulated learning in mathematics, teacher ratings of student competence, report card
grades, KCCT scores, and MAP scores.
Research Question 2. Next, I determined if there were mean differences in the
perceived frequency of the four types of teacher feedback (negative, positive, effort,
ability) by conducting separate one-way ANOVAs to investigate differences in teacher
feedback as a function of gender, ethnicity, and grade level. As in Study 1, I followed the
advice of Huberty and Morris (1989) in deciding against conducting a preliminary
MANOVA because the four types of teacher feedback are conceptually different, as
demonstrated by the results of the confirmatory factor analysis. In consideration of group
sizes, I examined differences between White students and African American students for
ethnicity and between elementary school students (fourth and fifth graders) and middle
school students (sixth graders) for grade level. For all analyses, gender, ethnicity, and
grade level were entered as the independent variables, and positive feedback, negative
feedback, ability feedback, and effort feedback were entered as separate dependent
variables. A Bonferonni correction (i.e., α/c = *p = .05/4 = .0125; **p = .01/4 = .0025)
was used to account for multiple comparisons among means and to minimize Type 1
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errors (Dunn, 1961). Effect sizes (i.e., Cohen’s d) are reported to determine the relative
magnitude of group differences (Cohen, 1992).
Research Question 3. I used multiple regression analysis to determine the
independent contribution of each type of teacher feedback to the prediction of students’
mathematics skills self-efficacy, general mathematics self-efficacy, and self-efficacy for
self-regulated learning in mathematics. The three self-efficacy measures were entered as
dependent variables in separate regression models, and the types of teacher feedback
were entered simultaneously as independent variables. I next sorted the data by gender,
ethnicity, and school type and repeated these analyses. In all, 21 regression analyses
were conducted. I did not control for the other sources of self-efficacy by including them
in the regression models, as the main focus of this study was on teacher feedback as a
type of social persuasion. I also calculated uniqueness indicators (Rowell, 1996) and
structure coefficients (Courville & Thompson, 2001) to indicate the amount of the
variance in the dependent variable that is explained by each independent variable and to
address any multicollinearity.
Results
I first conducted descriptive analyses of the data and examined all items for
normality. Means and standard deviations for each item on the Teacher Feedback Scale
are presented in Table 10. No items on the Teacher Feedback Scale had high levels of
skew or kurtosis. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for each scale used in the study are
shown in Table 11.
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Table 10
Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-Order Correlations of Teacher Feedback Scale Items
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Item
1. P-1
2. P-2
3. P-3
4. P-4
5. P-5
6. N-1
7. N-2
8. N-3
9. N-4
10. N-5
11. N-6
12. N-7
13. N-8
14. N-9
15. A-1
16. A-2
17. A-3
18. A-4
19. E-1
20. E-2
21. E-3
22. E-4

M
4.4
4.7
4.7
4.9
4.6
3.4
3.0
2.0
2.2
2.3
2.8
2.4
2.8
1.9
4.0
3.8
4.1
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.1
4.3

SD
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.9
1.8
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.9
1.7
1.9
1.4
1.8
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7

1
2
3
.83
.70 .88
.67 .76 .91
.70 .74 .78
.61 .67 .79
.24 .17 .20
.07 .05 .01
-.01 .02 .04
.11 .16 .16
.04 -.01 .03
.26 .23 .20
.02 .01 .01
.18 .15 .19
.05 -.01 -.02
.62 .61 .68
.56 .53 .60
.61 .60 .68
.60 .56 .64
.56 .61 .64
.63 .66 .70
.62 .66 .72
.59 .62 .65

4

5

.90
.75 .87
.11 .19
.02 .01
-.04 -.01
.13 .12
-.01 -.01
.17 .18
-.06 .00
.08 .14
-.03 -.03
.64 .70
.58 .61
.67 .66
.62 .64
.59 .61
.71 .67
.67 .70
.64 .64

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

.71
.52
.32
.38
.39
.60
.49
.59
.36
.15
.14
.15
.23
.30
.13
.22
.18

.77
.46
.46
.56
.49
.63
.46
.48
-.07
-.04
.01
.03
.14
.02
.04
.03

.69
.44
.53
.45
.57
.39
.53
-.03
-.04
.00
-.02
.11
.03
.03
-.01

.69
.48
.46
.49
.49
.47
.09
.12
.11
.12
.19
.10
.11
.13

.74
.44
.61
.45
.46
.03
-.00
.02
.01
.09
.02
.02
-.00

.76
.50
.63
.44
.21
.18
.21
.20
.33
.21
.23
.18

.81
.56
.59
-.01
-.05
.02
.00
.09
-.01
.05
.02

.77
.47
.16
.15
.18
.19
.24
.16
.21
.20

.70
-.02
.02
.02
.04
.10
.02
.01
-.04

.92
.81
.81
.74
.64
.76
.75
.67

.91
.78
.72
.64
.71
.69
.63

.92
.76
.64
.78
.76
.69

.88
.61
.75
.74
.70

.87
.70
.73
.69

.90
.81
.76

.93
.79

.90

N = 326.
Note. P = Positive Feedback; N = Negative Feedback; A = Ability Feedback; E = Effort Feedback. Item-total correlations between
each item and its subscale counterparts appear on diagonal. Items within each given subscale appear in grayscale. Red text indicates a
nonsignificant correlation. Green text indicates p < .05. All other correlations were significant, p < .01.

Table 11
Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficients for Each Scale Used in Study 2
α

Scale

a

Positive Teacher Feedbacka

.93

Negative Teacher Feedbacka

.90

Ability Teacher Feedbacka

.93

Effort Teacher Feedbacka

.92

General Mathematics Self-Efficacyb

.90

Self-Efficacy for Self-Regulated Learning in Mathematicsb

.92

Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacyb

.94

Measured at first time point; N = 326.

b

Measured at second time point; N = 332.

Research Question 1
The first research question in this study involved exploring the psychometric
properties of the Teacher Feedback Scale. I used confirmatory factor analysis to
investigate the factor structure of the scale. I used a comparison method when
conducting confirmatory factor analysis that involved testing several possible models,
including the hypothesized four-factor model, to determine which model produced the
best fit for the data (see Table 12). First, I tested a single-factor model. The single-factor

Table 12
Summary of Goodness-of-fit Statistics for the Confirmatory Factor Analysis Models
χ2

df

χ2/df

GFI

CFI

RMSEA

SRMR

1996.88

209

9.55

.49

.68

.162

.187

Two-Factor

795.34

208

3.82

.79

.90

.093

.074

Four-Factor

469.74

203

2.31

.88

.95

.064

.069

Model
Single-Factor
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model is the simplest model that can be fit to the data; if this model is a good fit for the
data and the addition of other factors does not significantly improve the model fit, the
single-factor model would be accepted as the best model (Kline, 2005). This model
showed a poor fit for the data, χ2(209) = 1996.88, p < 0.001; χ2/df = 9.55; GFI = .49; CFI
= .68; RMSEA = .162 (90% CI: .156 to .169); SRMR = .187.
Next, the hypothesized four-factor model was tested (see Figure 3). This model
demonstrated an acceptable fit for the data, χ2(203) = 469.74, p < 0.001; χ2/df = 2.31; GFI
= .88; CFI = .95; RMSEA = .064 (90% CI: .056 to .071); SRMR = .069. When
comparing these two models, the four-factor model fit the data significantly better than
the single-factor model (Δχ2 = 1527.14, Δdf = 6, p < 0.001). All factor loadings were
significant, and absolute values of the standardized factor loadings ranged from .64 to
.91. The factor score weights for the variables were also examined; each variable loaded
most strongly onto its hypothesized factor. Absolute values of the intercorrelations
among the four factors ranged from .10 (between negative feedback and ability feedback)
to .92 (between ability feedback and effort feedback).
Although the four-factor model was a significant improvement over the singlefactor model, I tested an additional two-factor model in which the positive, ability, and
effort feedback subscales were combined. This two-factor model was tested because of
the high significant correlations found among these three feedback types. Also, the
ability and effort feedback items on this scale are worded positively, and are more
specific examples of positive feedback. This model was a poor fit for the data, χ2(208) =
795.34, p < 0.001; χ2/df = 3.82; GFI = .79; CFI = .90; RMSEA = .093 (90% CI: .087 to
.100); SRMR = .074. The four-factor model is a significantly better fit for the data than
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Figure 3. Hypothesized four-factor teacher feedback confirmatory factor analysis model.
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the two-factor model (Δχ2 = 325.60; Δdf = 5; p < 0.001). I did not test a three-factor
model because there was no specific empirical or theoretical reason for separating the
teacher feedback items into three factors.
Each of the four subscales of the Teacher Feedback Scale demonstrated strong
reliability (see Table 11). None of the subscale alpha coefficients improved with the
deletion of any item. Item-to-item and item-to-subscale correlations are presented in
Table 10. As expected, the item-to-subscale correlations were all significant, positive,
and strong, ranging from .69 to .93 (M = .83). A correlation matrix for all variables in the
study is presented in Table 13. The correlations among positive, ability, and effort
feedback were all significant and positive. Negative feedback was significantly and
positively correlated with positive and effort feedback, but was not significantly
correlated with ability feedback.
All four feedback subscales were significantly correlated with social persuasions
and self-efficacy in the expected direction (i.e., positive correlations for the positive,
ability, and effort feedback subscales and negative correlations for the negative feedback
subscale). All four types of feedback were significantly correlated with mathematics
report card grades. Only negative feedback was significantly correlated with the other
three mathematics achievement measures (i.e., teacher rating of student mathematics
competence, 2011 KCCT scores, and spring MAP scores).
Research Question 2
Separate one-way ANOVAs were conducted to investigate differences by gender,
ethnicity, and grade level differences in the four types of feedback. A Bonferroni
correction was used to account for multiple comparisons. Complete results of the
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Table 13
Means, Standard Deviations, and Zero-Order Correlations for Variables in Study 2
Variable
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M

SD

1

1. PFa

4.7

1.3

-

2. NFa

2.5

1.3

.13*

-

3. AFa

4.0

1.7

.78**

.11

-

4. EFa

4.2

1.6

.82**

.17**

.85**

-

5. SPa

4.3

1.4

.60**

-.12*

.66**

.62**

-

6. GMSEb

5.3

1.0

.45**

-.13*

.43**

.44**

.52**

-

7. MSSEb

5.2

0.8

.24**

-.19**

.35**

.26**

.48**

.60**

-

8. REGb

5.0

1.0

.44**

-.15*

.44**

.45**

.57**

.78**

.63**

-

9. TRb

4.5

1.3

-.02

-.41**

.07

.26**

.29**

.34**

.31**

-

10. Grade

89.0

8.6

.17**

-.37**

.18**

.12*

.28**

.34**

.28**

.27**

.46**

-

11. KCCT

3.3

0.8

.02

-.39**

.05

-.00

.20**

.21**

.30**

.19**

.62**

.45**

-

14.4

-.01

-.33**

.07

-.08

.22**

.14*

.33**

.14*

.61**

.45**

.65**

12. MAP

227.5

2

3

4

-.03

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Note. PF = Positive Feedback; NF = Negative Feedback; AF = Ability Feedback; EF = Effort Feedback; GMSE = General
Mathematics Self-Efficacy; MSSE = Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacy; REG = Self-Efficacy for Self-Regulated Learning in
Mathematics; TR = Teacher Rating of student mathematics competence; Grade = fourth quarter mathematics report card grades;
KCCT = 2011 Kentucky Core Content Test scores; MAP = spring 2011 Measures of Academic Progress scores.
a
Measured at first time point; N = 326. b Measured at second time point; N = 290.
*p < .05. **p < .01.
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ANOVAs can be found in Table 14. Boys reported a significantly higher perception of
negative feedback from their mathematics teachers than did girls, F(1, 324) = 11.91, p =
.001, d = -.38. African American students reported receiving higher frequencies of
negative feedback, F(1, 300) = 7.49, p = .007, d = -.35, ability feedback, F(1, 301) =
6.91, p = .009, d = -.34, and effort feedback, F(1, 301) = 7.79, p = .006, d = -.37, than did
White students. Elementary school students reported perceiving significantly more
negative feedback, F(1, 324) = 9.92, p = .002, d = .35, and effort feedback, F(1, 325) =
14.94, p < .001, d = .43, than did middle school students.

Table 14
Means, Standard Deviations, and One-Way Analysis of Variance Results for Study 2
Positive
Feedback

Negative
Feedback

Ability
Feedback

Effort
Feedback

Girls (n = 166)

4.73 (1.26)

2.29 (1.23)

3.88 (1.69)

4.18 (1.55)

Boys (n = 160)

4.60 (1.30)

2.77 (1.27)

4.03 (1.67)

4.18 (1.58)

F

0.780

11.91**

0.720

0.000

p

0.378

0.001

0.396

0.983

Cohen’s d

0.102

-0.384

-0.089

0.000

White (n = 222)

4.60 (1.29)

2.40 (1.18)

3.83 (1.66)

4.07 (1.56)

African American (n = 80)

4.87 (1.29)

2.84 (1.36)

4.40 (1.71)

4.64 (1.53)

F

2.460

7.490*

6.910*

7.790*

p

0.118

0.007

0.009

0.006

-0.209

-0.346

-0.338

-0.369

Cohen’s d
Elementary (n = 153)

4.84 (1.28)

2.76 (1.36)

4.14 (1.81)

4.53 (1.58)

Middle (n = 173)

4.51 (1.26)

2.32 (1.16)

3.79 (1.54)

3.87 (1.48)

F

5.660

9.920**

3.720

14.940**

p

0.018

0.002

0.055

0.000

Cohen’s d

0.260

0.348

0.208

0.431

*Note. Bonferonni correction = α/c = .05/4 = .0125. .01/4 = .0025.
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Research Question 3
I conducted several multiple regression analyses to examine how the four types of
feedback (measured at the first time point) were related to the three types of self-efficacy
measures (from the second time point) and to determine if there were differences in the
results based on gender, ethnicity, or grade level. For the full sample (see Table 15),
negative feedback and ability feedback significantly predicted mathematics skills selfefficacy, explaining 29% and 24% of the variance respectively. With regard to general
mathematics self-efficacy, negative feedback was the strongest predictor, with positive

Table 15
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy for the Full Sample in
Study 2

Positive Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

MSSE
-.019
.598
0%

GMSE
.257**
.882
7%

REG
.174
.838
3%

Negative Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.228**
-.486
29%

-.204**
-.251
15%

-.221**
.282
18%

Ability Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.392**
.834
24%

.088
.832
1%

.152
.852
2%

-.016
.638
0%

.188
.860
3%

.212
.860
4%

.17**
14.296

.26**
25.474**

.27**
26.439**

Effort Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness
Model R2
F

N = 290.
Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.
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feedback and effort feedback also accounting for modest amounts of the variance.
Students relied on negative feedback when judging their self-efficacy for self-regulated
learning. Effort feedback did not significantly predict any type of self-efficacy for the
full sample.
I next conducted separate regression analyses for girls and boys (see Table 16).
Girls’ mathematics skills self-efficacy was significantly predicted by both ability
feedback and negative feedback, but boys relied only on negative feedback when judging
their confidence for performing mathematics skills. For both boys and girls, negative

Table 16
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy by Gender in Study 2
Girls (n = 152)

Boys (n = 138)

MSSE

GMSE

REG

MSSE

GMSE

REG

Positive Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.004
.638
0%

.290*
.864
9%

.196
.866
3%

.004
.490
0%

.232
.887
6%

.183
.751
4%

Negative Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.246**
-.434
21%

-.239**
-.326
20%

.199**
-.221
12%

-.234**
-.689
56%

-.183*
-.182
12%

Ability Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.497**
.877
22%

.017
.795
0%

.126
.882
1%

.221
.660
14%

.129
.859
2%

.108
.738
2%

-.037
.695
0%

.213
.834
3%

.272
.903
4%

-.001
-.480
0%

.195
.874
4%

.173
.742
3%

.27**
12.802

.27**
13.633

.33**
17.757

.10*
3.478

.27**
12.335

Effort Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness
Model R2
F

-.294**
-.458
36%

.23**
9.974

Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.
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feedback was the primary predictor of general mathematics self-efficacy. Girls also
relied on positive feedback when determining their general self-efficacy. When it came
to self-efficacy for self-regulated learning, negative feedback was the only significant
predictor for both boys and girls.
Regarding mathematics skills self-efficacy, White students relied on both ability
feedback and negative feedback; these variables explained 28% and 19% of the variance
respectively (see Table 17). The regression model for African American students’ skills

Table 17
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy by Ethnicity
in Study 2
White (n = 203)
MSSE GMSE
REG
Positive Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.087
.623
1%

Negative Feedback (β) -.220**
Structure coefficient -.356
Uniqueness 19%

African American (n = 69)
MSSE GMSE
REG

.243*
.852
6%

.161
.823
3%

.185
.694
6%

.607**
.981
27%

-.241**
-.303
19%

-.238**
-.297
18%

-.239
-.633
44%

-.104
-.064
3%

-.241*
-.340
20%

.516*
.889
23%

Ability Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.522**
.892
28%

.093
.823
1%

.178
.858
3%

.212
.691
6%

-.077
.767
0%

-.089
.684
1%

Effort Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.018
.703
0%

.222
.850
4%

.228
.859
4%

-.112
.597
1%

.034
.833
0%

.069
.760
0%

Model R2
.13
.25**
.30**
.31**
.33**
.28*
F 15.854 20.844 21.681
2.248
7.751
6.337
Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.
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self-efficacy was not significant, which is likely due to the small size of this subsample (n
= 69). African American students relied solely on positive feedback when determining
their general mathematics self-efficacy. For White students, negative feedback was the
primary predictor of general self-efficacy, with positive feedback also explaining a
modest proportion of the variance. White students also relied on negative feedback when
determining their self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics. For African
American students, both positive and negative feedback significantly predicted selfregulatory self-efficacy. This is the only type of self-efficacy for which negative
feedback was influential for African American students, a notable difference from the
pattern of findings for the full sample.
Only ability feedback predicted mathematics skills self-efficacy for elementary
school students (see Table 18). Middle school students relied on negative feedback when
judging their performance of mathematics skills. In regard to general mathematics
self-efficacy, elementary school and middle school students again relied on different
sources, with positive feedback explaining the most variance for elementary school
students and negative feedback strongly influencing middle school students. Students in
both elementary and middle school relied on negative feedback when determining their
self-regulatory self-efficacy.
Although not the focus of my study, secondary regression analyses were
conducted to determine if the types of feedback continued to predict self-efficacy if social
persuasion was also included in the model. The purpose of these analyses was to
determine whether the teacher feedback measure explained variation in self-efficacy
beyond the variance explained by the social persuasion measure. Results indicated that
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Table 18
Standardized Regression Results for the Prediction of Self-Efficacy by Grade Level in
Study 2
Elementary (n = 130)
MSSE
GMSE
REG

Middle (n = 160)
MSSE
GMSE
REG

Positive Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
¤ Uniqueness

-.043
.726
0%

.364*
.961
11%

.165
.885
3%

-.075
.490
1%

Negative Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.112
-.240
6%

-.112
-.129
4%

-.156*
-.229
9%

-.300**
-.552
45%

-.279**
-.389
30%

Ability Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

.502**
.966
27%

-.034
.827
0%

.222
.914
4%

.230
.716
8%

.167
.797
3%

.083
.772
1%

Effort Feedback (β)
Structure coefficient
Uniqueness

-.029
.803
0%

.238
.925
3%

.155
.914
1%

.219
.658
7%

.180
.769
4%

.260
.804
7%

.156
.748
3%

.192
.775
4%
-.285**
-.357
28%

Model R2
.21**
.31**
.28**
.19**
.25**
.27**
F 7.541
13.996
11.987
9.121
12.643
14.652
Note. MSSE = mathematics skills self-efficacy; MGSE = general mathematics selfefficacy; REG = self-efficacy for self-regulated learning in mathematics.

the pattern of findings for teacher feedback remained the same, even with the inclusion of
social persuasions. Social persuasion also explained a significant portion of the variance
in each type of self-efficacy.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to closely examine one source of self-efficacy,
social persuasions, by investigating students’ perceptions of teacher feedback
(specifically, positive, negative, ability, and effort feedback) and their relationship to
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students’ self-efficacy. This study was a response to Usher and Pajares’s (2008b) call for
researchers to investigate each source of self-efficacy in greater depth and with
methodological rigor. First, I will discuss my exploration of the psychometric properties
of the items on the Teacher Feedback Scale (Burnett, 2002) to provide evidence for its
reliability and validity with the current sample. Second, I will clarify the relationship
between different types of teacher feedback and students’ self-efficacy, especially the
relationship between self-efficacy and effort versus ability feedback, where previous
researchers have found contradictory results as to which type of feedback is most
influential (e.g., Schunk, 1983; Mueller & Dweck, 1998). Finally, I will examine gender,
ethnicity, and grade level differences in teacher feedback.
Reliability and Validity
As part of this study, I investigated the internal consistency and construct validity
of the Teacher Feedback Scale.
Internal consistency. The alpha coefficients for each type of feedback on the
modified version of the Teacher Feedback Scale used in this study were excellent. Each
subscale demonstrated an internal consistency of .90 or higher, exceeding Henson’s
(2001) recommendation of .80 as the cutoff for good reliability. The alpha coefficients
found in this study are higher than those previously seen with the Teacher Feedback
Scale (Burnett, 2002), indicating that the modified version of this scale is reliable when
used with upper elementary school students in the southeastern United States.
Construct validity. In support of the convergent validity of the scale, the
positive, ability, and effort feedback subscales were all significantly and positively
correlated. Although Burnett (2002) did not report the correlations found among the
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subscales in his study, these results were expected because all of the items on the ability
and effort feedback subscales were worded positively. Negative feedback was modestly
positively correlated with positive and effort feedback, but was not significantly
correlated with ability feedback. It is unsurprising that negative feedback would be not
be strongly related to the other types of feedback investigated in this study because it is
worded negatively, rather than positively. Also, it is interesting but not altogether
surprising that these variables are positively correlated because negative and positive
feedback are not exclusive of each other; a student may receive high levels of both
positive and negative feedback.
Confirmatory factor analysis was also conducted as a means of determining the
construct validity of this scale. The theoretically-based four factor model was a good fit
for the data and offered significant improvement in model fit over other models,
including a two-factor model that combined all of the positive, ability, and effort
feedback items into one general positive feedback factor. These results indicate that the
positive, ability, and effort subscales are separate factors, despite the high correlations
among them. These results are consistent with previous findings (Burnett, 2002).
The Relationship Between Teacher Feedback and Self-Efficacy
All four types of feedback were significantly correlated with each of the selfefficacy measures. Students who perceived higher levels of positive, ability, and effort
feedback at the first wave of data collection reported higher mathematics skills selfefficacy, general mathematics self-efficacy, and self-efficacy for self-regulated learning
in mathematics at the second time point. Students who perceived higher levels of
negative feedback scored lower on the three self-efficacy measures. These results are
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consistent with previous research demonstrating that feedback is related to self-efficacy
(Beghetto, 2006; Schweinle et al., 2006) and are also aligned with my hypotheses. These
findings provide support for my conceptualization of teacher feedback as an example of a
social persuasion that influences students’ self-efficacy. As a secondary analysis, social
persuasion was included as an additional independent variable in a regression model of
the four types of feedback on the self-efficacy outcome measures. Social persuasion was
a significant predictor of all types of self-efficacy. Yet even when social persuasion was
included in the regression models, certain types of feedback remained significant
predictors of self-efficacy. This demonstrates that persuasions other than teacher
feedback account for variance in self-efficacy, and that the teacher feedback measures
help explain variation in self-efficacy beyond the variance explained by the social
persuasion measure. I next discuss the patterns that emerged in terms of their connection
to prior research and implications for practice.
Positive versus negative feedback. Negative feedback was the strongest
predictor of all three types of self-efficacy, accounting for 15% to 29% of the variance.
Positive feedback only significantly predicted general mathematics self-efficacy,
accounting for a modest 7% of the variance. These results emphasize the strong
influential power of negative feedback, especially considering that students report
receiving more positive feedback than negative feedback. Bandura (1997) stated that “it
is more difficult to instill enduringly high beliefs of personal efficacy by persuasory
means alone than it is to undermine such beliefs” (p. 104). The results of this study
appear to support this contention. Students who perceive higher amounts of negative
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feedback had lower self-efficacy later in the school year, and students who perceive
lower amounts of negative feedback had higher self-efficacy.
Teachers should exercise caution in their use of negative feedback in the
mathematics classroom. This does not mean that teachers should never correct their
students; corrective feedback can help students learn from their mistakes (see Hattie &
Timperley, 2007). However, teachers should focus on providing specific feedback
framed in appropriate ways that focuses on positive aspects while providing information
to the student about ways to improve. The findings presented here should not imply hat
teachers refrain from using positive feedback. Praising students can still be a valuable
tool in the classroom, although more positive messages may be required to create an
effect equivalent to that of one negative message.
Effort versus ability feedback. There has been a debate in the field of
educational and psychological research regarding the relative influence of effort and
ability feedback on student performance and other outcome measures. Some researchers
have found that effort feedback is more effective than ability feedback for improving
students’ persistence, enjoyment, and performance (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck,
2007; Dweck, 2007, 2010; Mueller & Dweck, 1998). In fact, when students were praised
for intelligence, their perseverance, enjoyment, and performance actually decreased in
one study compared to students who were praised for effort. Also, most students who
received praise for intelligence adopted a performance goal orientation, but students who
were praised for effort were more likely to select learning goals (Mueller & Dweck,
1998).
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Other researchers have demonstrated that providing students with ability feedback
leads to greater gains in student self-efficacy and performance than providing effort
feedback (Schunk, 1983, 1984). In one study with a sample of third graders, students’
mathematics self-efficacy and performance increased after they received either ability
feedback only, effort feedback only, or both ability and effort feedback, although students
who received only ability feedback demonstrated the most improvement in self-efficacy
and performance (Schunk, 1983). Similar findings were obtained in a later study
(Schunk, 1984).
In the current study, ability feedback was a strong and significant predictor of
mathematics skills self-efficacy, explaining 25% of the variance. Ability feedback was
not a significant predictor of general mathematics self-efficacy or self-efficacy for selfregulated learning in mathematics; effort feedback was not a significant predictor of any
type of self-efficacy. These results show that ability feedback accounts for more of the
unique variance in students’ mathematics skills self-efficacy than does effort feedback.
When students are told that they are good at mathematics, they have higher levels of
confidence in their abilities to solve mathematics problems involving a variety of
mathematics skills than if they had been praised for working hard in mathematics.
My findings are in line with Schunk’s (1983, 1984) experimental research, which
demonstrated that ability feedback led to greater gains in students’ self-efficacy, but
opposes other research that showed effort feedback was more effective for increasing
student motivation (Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck, 2007, 2010; Mueller & Dweck,
1998). My results may be more closely aligned with Schunk’s because of a stronger
correspondence in our outcome measures (i.e., self-efficacy). However, self-efficacy is
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just one motivational construct. In the case of mathematics skills self-efficacy, providing
students with ability feedback is most effective. Other motivation-related variables, such
as engagement, interest, effort, goals, and persistence, may be influenced differently by
feedback. These latter variables are more closely aligned with Dweck’s measures.
Although evidence suggests that ability feedback provides the strongest boost to selfefficacy, effort feedback may be more effective for increasing other types of student
motivation.
One reason ability feedback may be most effective is because of students’
perceptions of the effort they expended on a given task. Students who are given effort
feedback (e.g., “You are working hard at math”) may feel that they put forth more effort
on a task than students who are given ability feedback (e.g., “You are good at math”).
Bandura (1997) stated that, “success achieved through laborious effort can lower people’s
beliefs in their efficacy” (p. 83). Bandura’s hypothesis suggests that self-efficacy would
increase more when a teacher emphasizes a student’s ability rather than the amount of
effort the student expended to successfully complete a task. Schunk’s (1983) findings
offer further support for this hypothesis.
Another potential explanation for the stronger role of ability feedback in
predicting self-efficacy is that teachers may differentially provide ability and effort
feedback to their students based on student achievement. Teachers may give ability
feedback (e.g., “You seem very talented in math”) more exclusively to students who are
performing successfully in mathematics. However, teachers may be more likely to
provide effort feedback (e.g., “You put a lot of effort into your math”) to students who
are succeeding as well as to those who are struggling. Therefore, students who perceive
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being frequently told that they are good at mathematics actually are good at mathematics,
and report feeling confident in their mathematics skills. This pattern of teacher feedback
could create a problematic cycle. Students who find mathematics more challenging may
receive less ability feedback and in turn make lower gains in self-efficacy compared to
students who are stronger in mathematics, receive more ability feedback, and therefore
gain even more confidence in their mathematics skills at a greater rate.
It is possible that neither of these types of feedback was a consistently strong
predictor of self-efficacy because all four feedback types were included in the regression
models. Negative feedback appears to be a particularly strong predictor and may
overshadow the potential influence of ability and effort feedback. Also, it is possible that
the inclusion of three types of positive feedback (general positive feedback, ability
feedback, and effort feedback) may have diminished the individual contribution of each
of these types if they are tapping into the same source of variance. However, this is not a
likely explanation for these results because my analyses did not reveal high levels of
multicollinearity between the types of feedback.
Although results from this study show that ability feedback is more influential
than effort feedback in terms of the prediction of skills self-efficacy, it is important to
note that both types of feedback were correlated with later self-efficacy measures.
Students in this study who reported high levels of effort feedback also reported high
levels of self-efficacy three months later, as did students who perceived high levels of
ability feedback. In his experimental study, Schunk (1983) also found support for the
effectiveness of both types of feedback, although ability feedback led to the highest gains
in student self-efficacy. These results suggest that teachers should continue providing
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students with feedback based on both effort and ability as a means of increasing student
self-efficacy and motivation.
Group Differences for Gender, Ethnicity, and Grade Level
The final purpose of this study was to investigate gender, ethnicity, and grade
level differences in teacher feedback.
Differences in teacher feedback mean scores. Boys reported perceiving a
higher amount of negative feedback from their mathematics teachers than did girls.
Previous researchers have also found that boys tend to receive higher amounts of
negative feedback (Burnett, 2002; Foote, 2002; Morgan, 2001). African American
students perceived significantly higher levels of negative, ability, and effort feedback
than did White students. Elementary school students perceived higher amounts of
negative feedback and effort feedback than did middle school students. There are
multiple explanations for why boys, African Americans, and elementary school students
perceive higher levels of negative feedback than other students. First, it is important to
note that the mean scores for negative feedback for boys, African Americans, and
elementary school students ranged from 2.76 to 2.84, falling between the response
options of “Rarely” and “Very Rarely.” The mean scores for the other types of feedback
for these groups were above 4.0 (response option of “Sometimes”). In other words,
although these students report receiving higher levels of negative feedback than other
students, they still perceive quite low amounts of negative feedback. One possibility for
different perceptions in feedback frequency is that teachers are actually providing these
students with more feedback in the classroom. On the other hand, these students could be
experiencing a bias where they perceive higher amounts of feedback than they actually
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receive. Additional research that includes classroom observations is necessary to further
investigate this finding.
Group differences in predictive power of teacher feedback. In this study, I
examined group differences in the predictive power of teacher feedback based on gender,
ethnicity, and grade level. Negative feedback was a consistent and strong predictor of all
three types of self-efficacy for boys. However, ability feedback was the strongest
predictor of mathematics skills self-efficacy for girls, even outstripping the powerful
influence of negative feedback. Even though students perceive generally low amounts of
negative feedback, these results suggest that boys may be especially attuned to the
negative messages they receive from their mathematics teachers. These verbal
persuasions can have a strong influence on students’ self-beliefs about their capabilities
within the domain of mathematics. For girls, teacher feedback focusing on ability is even
more influential for mathematics skills self-efficacy than a teacher’s negative messages.
Also, the types of feedback generally explained more of the variance in self-efficacy
among girls than among boys. This suggests that girls may rely more on teacher
feedback when determining their self-efficacy; boys, on the other hand, may rely more
strongly on social persuasions from a different source when judging their mathematics
capabilities.
In terms of ethnicity, negative feedback was the strongest predictor of White
students’ general mathematics self-efficacy and self-efficacy for self-regulated learning
in mathematics. However, positive feedback was the strongest predictor of these types of
self-efficacy for African American students. This information indicates that positive
feedback can be an influential source of self-efficacy for African American students.
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Grade level differences were also examined. Negative feedback strongly
predicted all three types of self-efficacy for middle school students. However, for
elementary school students, positive feedback explained the most variance in general
mathematics self-efficacy, and ability feedback explained the most variance in
mathematics skills self-efficacy. This suggests that middle school students are
consistently influenced by negative feedback when making a variety of judgments about
their mathematics capabilities, but elementary school students are influenced by different
types of feedback when forming different types of self-efficacy.
Limitations
The reliance on the use of self-report survey data in this study means that many of
the same limitations apply as with the previous study, such as the potential for response
biases. As with the previous study, efforts were made to limit any biases in student
responses by asking students to answer each question honestly and explaining that their
answers were private and would not be shared with teachers or parents. I again chose to
use 6-point scales for all measures in this study due to the use of this survey with a young
sample, rather than a 100-point scale as suggested by Bandura (2006).
Some additional limitations with the use of the Teacher Feedback Scale (Burnett,
2002) should be noted. First, no measure, including this scale, can encompass all
possible types of feedback that mathematics teachers could provide to their students.
However, a key objective of the current study was to investigate ability and effort
feedback, therefore the Teacher Feedback Scale seemed an appropriate choice. Another
weakness of using surveys to investigate feedback is the necessity of using fairly general
items to ensure that they will be representative of most participants. This survey could
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also be improved in its ability to account for student perceptions of teacher feedback. To
some extent, this survey inherently incorporates students’ perceptions of their teachers’
feedback because it is a self-report measure. Students provide their own responses to
each item, so I have investigated their perceptions of the frequency of teacher feedback
they receive. In experimental studies that manipulate teacher feedback, researchers must
assume that students are noticing the feedback they are given; with this scale, students’
should only report higher levels of feedback if they are aware of receiving this feedback.
Yet, other aspects of student perceptions of feedback may also be important to assess.
Bandura (1997) discussed the importance of the perceived credibility of the persuader to
influence self-efficacy. Other researchers may want to include a way of assessing student
perceptions of the “credibility” or “believability” of their mathematics teacher to
determine if the students actually believe the verbal persuasions they receive. Credibility
may play a mediational role in the relationship between teacher feedback and student
self-efficacy.
As with the previous study, caution should be observed when attempting to
generalize the results of this study to students of different ages or cultural backgrounds.
Also, this study did not include a qualitative component, the inclusion of which might
provide additional information about the relationship between teacher feedback and selfefficacy. However, the quantitative methods used were able to address each of the
research questions involved in this study.
Implications and Future Research
This study makes an important contribution to the field of educational and school
psychology. Although many researchers have studied feedback, few have done so in
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relation to self-efficacy or from the viewpoint of social cognitive theory. This study has
shown that certain types of feedback can significantly predict student self-efficacy and
that the predictive power of these types of feedback is dependent on factors such as
gender, ethnicity, and grade level. Results also indicate that ability feedback appears to
be more influential in relation to student self-efficacy than is effort feedback. Also, I
have provided evidence for the reliability and validity of the modified Teacher Feedback
Scale with an American sample of fourth- through sixth-graders for researchers to use
this scale in their investigations. This scale can be easily modified to allow for the
exploration of the role of teacher feedback within other domains, such as reading or
science.
The results of this study also have implications for practice. It is apparent that
teachers should be especially careful in their use of negative feedback during
mathematics instruction, as this appears to have the strongest influence on student selfefficacy. Also, teachers might want to emphasize ability when attempting to bolster
skills self-efficacy. However, scholars have cautioned against the use of ability feedback.
As Pajares (2006) points out, “Praising for ‘smarts’ tells young people that success is a
matter of intellectual ability (which one either has or doesn’t have). How can young
people develop confidence in an ability they believe is beyond their control?” (p. 350).
Teachers should use great caution when dispensing feedback to their students, as this
feedback can have important consequences for students’ self-beliefs.
By applying the results of this study to practice, elementary and middle school
teachers may be able to improve their quality of teaching. Results obtained from this
study could be included in professional development for teachers that would demonstrate
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the differential power of feedback and would teach teachers to frame the verbal feedback
they provide to their students in ways that would maximize student motivation. Of
course, before implementing new professional development ideas, the effectiveness of a
potential intervention must first be tested using an experimental design.
Usher and Pajares (2008b) recommended that researchers continue investigating
the sources of self-efficacy in greater detail. I partially addressed this recommendation
by investigating teacher feedback, a specific type of social persuasion. Researchers could
investigate social persuasions from different sources (e.g., peers, parents) or in different
contexts (e.g., reading, science). Also, researchers could investigate the role of students’
mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, or physiological state in mathematics
classrooms in more depth, and especially how students’ experiences involving these
sources can predict self-efficacy and achievement.
Researchers should continue to explore the influence of teacher feedback in
various domains or contexts, such as reading or science, or with high school or college
students. In the future, the longitudinal design of this study could be improved upon by
investigating changes in teacher feedback and self-efficacy over the course of a full
school year, or as students move from one school year to the next. Researchers could
also focus on developing tools to better assess teacher feedback that would include
measures of students’ perceptions of their teachers’ knowledge and credibility, and
whether students believe all of the social messages they receive from their teachers. One
interesting avenue to explore would be to determine whether student perceptions of
teacher credibility influence the ability of the teacher feedback to change student selfefficacy. Researchers should also investigate whether teacher feedback is differentially
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provided for students of different ability level. Qualitative methods might enable
researchers to explore these variables in greater depth. Classroom observations and
interviews with students and teachers could provide valuable insights into this
relationship that are not revealed with purely quantitative research.
Another direction for future research would be to investigate teacher self-efficacy
in relation to the variables explored in this study. Triadic reciprocal causation
demonstrates that teachers’ mathematics self-efficacy might influence the way teachers
are perceived by their students, the types of feedback teachers provide to their students,
as well as students’ self-efficacy and mathematics achievement. This research could
inform teacher preparation programs by placing a stronger emphasis on the role of
teachers’ confidence for both doing and teaching mathematics.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
School psychologists often engage in consultation with teachers at both studentfocused and classroom-focused levels with the goal of improving academic outcomes for
all students (Rosenfield, 2008). Within this consultative relationship, the topic of student
motivation often arises. Teachers are looking for more effective ways to motivate their
students, engage them in academic topics, and encourage them to take an active role in
their own learning. Bandura’s (1997) social cognitive theory provides a lens through
which to investigate student motivation. Researchers have provided abundant empirical
evidence in support of this theoretical approach (e.g., Chan & Lam, 2010; McAuley,
1985; Schunk, 1983).
Individuals’ beliefs in their capabilities to succeed at a specific task play an
important role in social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1997). Improving student selfefficacy in academic domains can be an integral part of motivating students to succeed in
school. As Bandura contended, “People’s level of motivation, affective states, and
actions are based more on what they believe than on what is objectively true" (p. 2). The
guiding principle that led me to develop and carry out the studies included in this
dissertation is my conviction that finding ways to increase student self-efficacy is the key
to better student academic outcomes.
In this dissertation, I addressed several recommendations made by other
researchers (Usher & Pajares, 2008b, 2009). In the first study, I found evidence that the
Sources of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale is valid for use with a
younger sample by establishing the reliability and content, construct, and criterion
validity of items on the scale. The information gathered from fourth- through sixth-grade
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students demonstrates how the sources of mathematics self-efficacy influence students
differently in elementary and middle school. I also examined gender differences in the
sources and their independent contributions to the prediction of self-efficacy; although no
gender differences were found in mean scores for the sources of self-efficacy, the pattern
of influence of the sources of self-efficacy differed for boys and girls.
In the second study, I investigated one source of self-efficacy, social persuasions,
in greater detail by focusing on the feedback teachers provide to their students during
mathematics instruction. I surveyed students about their perceptions of the frequency
with which they received negative, positive, ability, and effort feedback. I investigated
the relationship between teacher feedback and student mathematics self-efficacy
(including the question of whether ability or effort feedback has a greater influence on
student self-efficacy) and explored group differences in the importance and influence of
teacher feedback on self-efficacy. Collectively, these two studies offer a glimpse into the
role of social persuasions in the development of student self-efficacy in elementary and
middle school mathematics classrooms. I next discuss three key findings of this
dissertation, implications for practice, and directions for future research.
Key Findings
The results of Study 1 of this dissertation suggest that although mastery
experience was an important predictor for some types of self-efficacy, social persuasions
explained the most variance in mathematics skills self-efficacy. In previous research,
findings regarding the predictive power of the sources on skills self-efficacy have varied
(Lopez et al., 1997; Pajares, 2007; Usher & Pajares, 2009). This suggests that students’
judgments of their confidence to successfully perform skills may be dependent on
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context. The fourth- through sixth-grade students in this sample relied on social
persuasions when forming their mathematics skills self-efficacy; mastery experience did
not significantly predict this type of self-efficacy. It is possible that messages from
others provide a stronger boost to these students’ confidence levels related to their
mathematics skills than do mastery experiences. A social persuasion indicates that other
people, such as a teacher, parent, or friend, recognize that the student is good at
mathematics. This external confirmation of the student’s success may influence students’
confidence related to specific mathematics skills. The nature of the social persuasions
students receive may play a role in the relationship between perceived social persuasions
and skills self-efficacy. For example, teachers may provide high levels of feedback to
students about their mathematics skills (e.g., “Good job, you got that multiplication
problem correct!”), which would influence students’ beliefs in their capabilities to
successfully perform these skills.
Study 1 emphasized the role of social persuasions in predicting students’
mathematics skills self-efficacy. In Study 2, this finding was further investigated by
examining a type of social persuasion – teacher feedback in mathematics classrooms.
Exploring how teacher feedback predicted skills self-efficacy was important because
social persuasions seem particularly influential for the development of students’ skills
self-efficacy. One notable finding was that ability feedback, and not effort feedback,
significantly predicted students’ judgments about their mathematics skills. In fact, effort
feedback did not predict any type of self-efficacy. When students are told that they are
good at mathematics, they have higher levels of confidence in their abilities to solve
mathematics problems than if they had been praised for working hard in mathematics.
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There have been conflicting results in the research on ability versus effort
feedback. My findings are closely aligned with Schunk’s (1983, 1984) experimental
research, which demonstrated that ability feedback led to greater gains in students’ selfefficacy. The similarity in our results is likely due to stronger correspondence in our
outcome measures (i.e., self-efficacy). However, self-efficacy is just one motivation
construct. Providing students with ability feedback seems most effective for increasing
mathematics skills self-efficacy, but effort feedback may be more effective for increasing
other types of student motivation.
Students’ perceptions of effort expended on a task may provide one explanation
for why ability feedback is most effective. Students who are given effort feedback (e.g.,
“You are trying really hard at math”) may feel that they put forth more effort on a task
than students who are given ability feedback (e.g., “You have the skills it takes to be
good at math”). Bandura (1997) suggested that tasks requiring more effort for successful
completion can lower self-efficacy beliefs; therefore, self-efficacy would increase more
when a teacher emphasizes a student’s ability rather than the amount of effort the student
expended to successfully complete a task. Another possible reason for the importance of
ability feedback is that teachers may differentially provide ability and effort feedback to
their students based on student performance in class. Students who are successful in
mathematics class may be more likely to receive ability feedback (e.g., “Wow, you are
good at math”) than students who are struggling. Effort feedback may be given more
frequently to students of diverse ability levels. Therefore, students who perceive being
frequently told that they are good at mathematics actually are good at mathematics, and
report confidence in their mathematics skills. However, students who struggle with
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mathematics may receive less ability feedback and in turn make lower gains in selfefficacy compared to students who are stronger in mathematics, receive more ability
feedback, and therefore gain confidence in their mathematics skills at a greater rate.
Another key finding from this dissertation is that negative feedback is a strong,
consistent predictor of student self-efficacy. In Study 2, negative feedback significantly
predicted all three types of self-efficacy, but positive feedback only significantly
predicted general mathematics self-efficacy. These results suggest that negative feedback
is especially influential in the development of student self-efficacy. Students who
perceived higher amounts of negative feedback had lower self-efficacy later in the school
year, and students who perceived lower amounts of negative feedback had higher selfefficacy. This finding supports Bandura’s (1997) contention that negative social
persuasions are often more influential than positive messages. This result is particularly
interesting considering that students report receiving higher amounts of positive feedback
than negative feedback, suggesting that the quality of feedback matters, not the quantity.
Negative feedback may be more memorable for students because it is given less
frequently, and this may contribute to the strength of perceived negative teacher feedback
in predicting student self-efficacy.
Implications for Practice
The results of these studies can be used to help teachers become more effective in
their interactions with students. Teachers should exercise caution in their use of negative
feedback in the mathematics classroom. Critical negative feedback can have a
detrimental effect on student self-efficacy and motivation in general. As Bandura (1997)
stated, “People who have been persuaded that they lack capabilities tend to avoid
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challenging activities that cultivate competencies and give up quickly in the face of
difficulties” (p. 104). However, this does not mean that teachers should never correct
their students; corrective feedback can help students learn from their mistakes (see Hattie
& Timperley, 2007). Teachers should try to offer corrective feedback framed in positive
ways that provides information to the student about ways to improve. It is also important
to note that teachers should not provide less frequent positive feedback simply because it
was not as highly predictive of students’ self-efficacy as negative feedback. Praising
students can still be a valuable tool in the classroom, although more positive messages
may be required to create an effect equivalent to that of one negative message.
School psychologists might be able to use the results of this study during
consultation sessions, by sharing information about the more effective types of feedback
with teachers and discussing how teachers can increase these types of feedback within
their classrooms. School psychologists might also be interested in providing professional
development for teachers about effective feedback in the classroom for increasing student
motivation.
Directions for Future Research
In my dissertation, I partially addressed the recommendation by Usher and Pajares
(2008b) to investigate the sources of self-efficacy in greater detail by examining teacher
feedback, a specific type of social persuasion. Future research should continue to address
this recommendation through studies that focus on different types of social persuasions or
on one of the other three sources of self-efficacy. Researchers should also further
investigate the influence of teacher feedback by examining the messages teachers provide
to their students in different contexts (e.g., reading, science, high school students).
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Results of this study have demonstrated the influential role of negative teacher
feedback on students’ self-efficacy. However, the scales that are used to assess students’
sources of self-efficacy only include positively-worded items to measure social
persuasions. This suggests that current research on the sources may not be capturing the
full range of social persuasions that students experience. Researchers should develop a
scale that also includes a measure of negative social persuasions, as these messages can
play an important role in students’ development of self-efficacy.
There is also a need for more longitudinal studies investigating the sources of
self-efficacy. Researchers could investigate changes in teacher feedback and selfefficacy over the course of a school year, or as students move from one school year to the
next. Qualitative methods, such as classroom observations and interviews with students
and teachers, could also be used to explore teacher feedback, social persuasions, and the
other sources of self-efficacy. These qualitative methods could provide valuable
information to researchers, and perhaps even uncover new sources of self-efficacy.
This future research would have important implications for practice, as it could
lead to new ideas about effective teaching methods for improving student motivation.
Teachers often play an important role in the lives of their students, placing them in a
unique position to influence their students’ self-beliefs. It is my hope that teachers will
use this power for good by crafting classroom experiences and feedback in ways that will
bolster student self-efficacy rather than undermine it.
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Appendix A
Time 1 Survey (November 2010)
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Appendix B
Time 2 Survey (February/March 2011)
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Appendix C
Time 3 Survey (May/June 2011)
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Appendix D
Sources of Middle School Mathematics Self-Efficacy Scale Items by Subscale
Mastery Experience
1. I do well on even the most difficult math assignments.
2. I do well on math assignments.
3. I got good grades in math on my last report card.
4. Even when I study very hard, I do badly in math.*
5. I have always been successful with math.
6. I make excellent grades on math tests.
Vicarious Experience
1. Seeing adults do well in math helps me do better in math.
2. Seeing kids do better than me in math helps me do better in math.
3. When I see how another student solves a math problem, I can see myself
solving the problem in the same way.
4. When I see how my math teacher solves a math problem, I can see myself
solving the problem in the same way.
5. I imagine myself working through challenging math problems successfully.
6. I compete with myself in math.
Social Persuasions
1. My math teachers have told me that I am good at learning math.
2. Adults in my family have told me what a good math student I am.
3. Other students have told me that I'm good at learning math.
4. People have told me that I have a talent for math.
5. I have been complimented for my ability in math.
6. My classmates like to work with me in math because they think I'm good at it.
Physiological States
1. Just being in math class makes me feel stressed and nervous.
2. Doing math work takes all of my energy.
3. I start to feel stressed-out as soon as I begin my math work.
4. My mind goes blank and I am unable to think clearly when doing math work.
5. I get sad when I think about learning math.
6. My whole body becomes tense when I have to do math.
*Item was reverse scored.
Note. Items in italics differ from the items in the original version of this scale by Usher
and Pajares (2009). The original items were: ME4) Even when I study very hard, I do
poorly in math. VE1) Seeing adults do well in math pushes me to do better. VE2)
Seeing kids do better than me in math pushes me to do better. VE4) When I see how my
math teacher solves a problem, I can picture myself solving the problem in the same way.
SP5) I have been praised for my ability in math. PS5) I get depressed when I think about
learning math.
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Appendix E
Self-Efficacy Scales and Items
Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacy
1. addition with carrying
2. subtraction with borrowing
3. multiplication with two-digit numbers
4. division with two-digit numbers
5. changing between fractions, decimals, and percents
6. adding and subtracting fractions
7. multiplying and dividing fractions
8. multiplying and dividing decimals
9. grouping shapes based on their properties (parallel sides, angles)
10. inequalities (>, <, ≤, ≥, ≠ )
11. order of operations
12. word problems
13. equations with one variable
14. equations with two or more variables
15. graphing
16. finding perimeter, area, and volume
17. negative numbers
18. ratios and proportions
19. powers and exponents
20. rounding and estimating
21. tables, charts, diagrams, and coordinate grids
22. problems with more than one step
23. measurement
24. mean, median, range, and mode
25. chance and probability
26. explaining in words how you solved a math problem
27. doing quick calculations in your head
General Mathematics Self-Efficacy
1. In general, how confident are you in your abilities in math?
2. How confident are you that you will do well in math this year?
3. How confident are you that you can learn math?
4. How confident are you that you will get an A in math this year?
Self-Efficacy for Self-Regulated Learning in Mathematics
1. How well can you finish your math homework on time?
2. How well can you do math work if there are other interesting things to do?
3. How well can you concentrate on your math work?
4. How well can you remember information that is presented in math class and
in your math textbooks?
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5. How well can you get yourself to do math?
6. How well can you participate in math class?
7. How well can you arrange a place to do math at home where you won't get
distracted?
8. How well can you get help with math work if you need it?
9. How well can you check over your math work to make sure it’s correct?
10. How well can you get back on track with your math work if you are
distracted?
11. How well can you organize your math work?
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Appendix F
Skew and Kurtosis Information for the Mathematics Skills Self-Efficacy Scale
Skewness Kurtosis
How confident are you that you can successfully solve
math problems involving…
1. addition with carrying
-4.47
21.40
2. subtraction with borrowing
-4.08
19.72
3. multiplication with two-digit numbers
9.52
-3.05
4. division with two-digit numbers
-1.77
2.42
5. changing between fractions, decimals, and percents
-2.32
5.38
6. adding and subtracting fractions
-2.70
7.88
7. multiplying and dividing fractions
-1.46
1.24
8. multiplying and dividing decimals
-1.08
0.09
9. grouping shapes based on their properties (parallel
-1.74
2.49
sides, angles)
10. inequalities (>, <, ≤, ≥, ≠ )
-1.91
2.71
11. order of operations
-1.92
3.08
12. word problems
-1.77
2.94
13. equations with one variable
-1.02
-0.11
14. equations with two or more variables
-0.78
-0.65
15. graphing
-2.93
9.72
16. finding perimeter, area, and volume
-1.46
1.44
17. negative numbers
-1.09
-0.10
18. ratios and proportions
-0.68
-0.87
19. powers and exponents
-1.01
-0.27
20. rounding and estimating
-2.78
8.87
21. tables, charts, diagrams, and coordinate grids
-2.01
3.52
22. problems with more than one step
-1.96
3.56
23. measurement
-2.19
5.48
24. mean, median, range, and mode
-2.58
6.59
25. chance and probability
-1.91
3.09
26. explaining in words how you solved a math problem
-1.65
2.23
27. doing quick calculations in your head
-1.13
0.27
Note. Statistics in bold red indicate problematic level of skewness or kurtosis (i.e., skew
worse than +/- 3 or kurtosis worse than +/- 10, as defined by Kline, 2005).
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Appendix G
Perceptions of Teacher Feedback Scale Items by Subscale
Positive Feedback
1. Keep up the good work.
2. That’s really good work.
3. Very nice work.
4. Great job!
5. Excellent work, well done.
Negative Feedback
1. Come on, you can do better.
2. Do that over, please.
3. That’s very messy work.
4. That was a silly thing to do.
5. That’s not good enough.
6. Come on, you can do better in math.
7. That’s not good enough; please do those math problems again.
8. Come on, you can do math better than that.
9. You make lots of silly mistakes in math.
Ability Feedback
1. Wow, you are good at math.
2. You seem very talented in math.
3. You have good ability in math.
4. You have the skills it takes to be good at math.
Effort Feedback
1. You are trying really hard at math.
2. You are a hard worker in math.
3. You put a lot of effort into your math.
4. You are working really hard in math.
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